MINUTES OF THE 45TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
HELD ON MONDAY THE 4TH OCTOBER 2021
AT 5.00 PMAT THE KGA CLUB HOUSE
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KARNATAKA GOLF ASSOCIATION
No.1, Golf Avenue, Kodihalli, Bangalore – 560 008.
MINUTES OF THE 45TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD AT 5.00 PM
ON MONDAY THE 4TH OCTOBER 2021 AT THE CLUB HOUSE
The President extended a warm welcome to all the members who were present in the meeting
and said we have a quorum of more than 421 and it is a large gathering, thank you very much
and brought the meeting to order.
The Attendance at the AGM was 452 as per the list enclosed at Annexure ‘A’.
The President requested the Hon. Secretary to read the notice of the Annual General Meeting.
The Hon. Secretary read out the Notice of the Meeting.
Notice is hereby given that the 45th Annual General Meeting of the Karnataka Golf Association
will be held on Monday, 4th October 2021 at 5.00 PM at the KGA Club House to transact the
following agenda.
AGENDA
1. To confirm the Minutes of the 44th Annual General Meeting held on 28th June 2019.
2. To adopt the Annual Report of the Committee.
3. To adopt the Balance Sheet, Income and Expenditure Statement and Auditors Report for
the Period Ended 31st March 2020.
4. To appoint Auditor to hold office for the ensuing year with their remuneration.
5. Other resolutions, if any.
6. Due to the pandemic, elections could not be held in 2020 and in accordance with rule
19.6.7 the same stand postponed to the 46th AGM.
By Order of the Managing Committee

		
Date : 11-09-2021
		
Place : Bangalore						
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Prithvi Raj Urs
Hon. Secretary

OBITUARY
The President announced with regret the demise of the following members since the last
Annual General Meeting held on 28th June 2019
Mr Shiv Kishan Hazari

Mr Arun Kumar Bhaskaran

Mr Suresh N Vaswani

Col Aiyappa K.R.

Mr Preetam Barua

Mr Thakurdas S

Mr Sukumar K

Mr Vivesh Moola

Mr Ashoke Dutt

Mr Hari Mohan Khanna

Mr Subramanian B

Mr Shrinivas Deshpande

Mr Ganjam Eswar Kumar

Dr Ramagopal Shetty M

Mr Rathor B S

Ms Saraswathy Shankar Raj

Mr Hariharan Nallepilly Ramachandran

Mr Rajagopalan P K

Mr Alok Sanyal

Mr Deepak Krishna Rao

Mr Ram Mohan Rao M

Mr Narayana Swamy Srinivas

Mr Balaji Gurunath

Dr Rangaraj N

Mr Makan P C

Ms. Vijaya Byrappa

Maj. Gen. Appachu M A

Mr Sharat C Saxena

Dr Naik Balakrishna Chitrap

Mr Ravishankar S P

Mr Nikhil Sen

Mr Sunil Kothari

Mr Mohan T R

Mrs Kokila Nandkishore Masturlal

Dr Channa Basappa K M

Mr Mohan T R

Mr Subash Arora

Mr Vijayakumar K

Mr Surendra S

Mr Prabhakar M Kulkarni

Mr Talwar M P

Mr Maini S K

Mr Sanjay Sanghani

Mr Raghunath Ramreddy

Mrs Sunita Gupta

Mr Prasad K R

Mr Jagdish Chandani

Mrs Mira Sikand

Mr Vijay Y Ghorpade

Lt. Col Raja Ganapathi

Mr Arun K Malpani

Mr Davis P.A.

I request all the members present to say a silent prayer by sitting down. He requested
members not stand because there are many older people, and requested members to sit
down and say a silent prayer with closed eyes as a mark of respect to the departed soul.
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President’s Speech:
Ladies and Gentlemen, wish you all a very good evening!
On behalf of the Managing Committee, I welcome and thank you all for attending this
45th Annual General Meeting of the Karnataka Golf Association. I am honored to have
this opportunity to Chair this meeting.
I must congratulate you all because for the first time a record attendance of 400 has
been there for the Annual General Meeting and we did not have to postpone for lack of
quorum, that is an achievement by us.
As you all know we are passing through very difficult times, not only in the club but also
across the entire state, country, and the world.
This AGM relates to the KGA year of 2019-20. However, it may be unrealistic on my part
to limit myself only to this report and comments to that period only because we have an
extended term, so my speech may include part of the incoming term also. So with your
permission, I will cover various aspects of our functioning, with some of these spilling
over into the year 2020-21 and beyond.
KGA is primarily a sports club promoting Golf and golf-related activities. Today, we are
probably the busiest 18 hole Golf Course in the world. We play throughout the year and
have a mixed playing population covering every category - young and old, professionals
and amateur and the pressure for play continues to increase day by day
I was elected as the Captain of KGA on 28th June 2019. During my tenure as the Captain
and Mr Vinod Chinnappa as the President in 2019-20, and thereafter, there have been
extensive improvements across all the departments.
The Course has been outsourced to Troon and you can see it maintained to the best
standards. We have made substantial cost savings with the introduction of Troon. We
have invested Rs.46 lakhs in solar in 2017, which is now a mandatory requirement for
public bodies. There is a yearly saving of Rs.4.5 lakhs from this. We initiated the Waste
Management working with a group called ‘Sahas’, a non-profit organization. We are now
in the process of stabilizing this project. We hope to be totally green within the next few
months to a year. The 1st and 10th holes were renovated. There is continuous progress on
the management of the Course and its improvements.
To help our Super Seniors we have permitted 9 holes to play for them in the morning on
Mondays.
The tournaments have increased exponentially and are conducted fully with extensive
support and sponsorship during the year. The KGA Premier League (KPL) has been a
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runaway success with large numbers participating in this keenly contested event. The
Owners and their team members have participated with great enthusiasm and this KPL
has created a buzz not only in the club but across the state and country. The tournaments
have brought extra revenue to the organization. We have not spent any money on the
tournaments and plenty of goodies have been distributed to our members during the
tournament. We also participated in the Quadrangular interclub tournament consisting
of KGA, BPGC (Bombay), RCGC (Kolkatta), and DGC (Delhi) at Mumbai in March 2020
just before the lockdown.
The Driving Range and Junior Golf Program have had improvements and are attracting
many to use these facilities and improve their game. The range is now open also on
Mondays.
The club house management was outsourced and is now more efficient in its functioning
and is also financially viable.
All the pending projects were completed - The Starter Hut, Gym, and Spa. The Swimming
Pool has been repaired and renovated with heating now and is waiting to become
functional when the Government lifts the restrictions. Many repair and maintenance
work is completed within the proposed budget or even less. The outsourced spa is another
area that has received full appreciation and is doing very well. The renovated Gym is of
a very high standard.
The newly upgraded Double Eagle Bar coupled with its outsourcing has changed the
outlook and functioning. We are now in profit compared to earlier years. The outsourced
catering is improving in a steady manner. Overall the service facilities have improved
and utilized very well.
With regard to entertainment, we go back to Diwali of 2019 and the entry of 2020 which
were amongst the best, members have experienced. Many events have been conducted
including this period, including virtual entertainments.
The finances of the club are well protected and maintained. The delay in completing
the accounts and get them circulated is only related to the pandemic and the staff ’s
inability to work during the difficult times. I can assure you that there is no scope for any
misappropriation. Our Payments system has been strengthened with various checks and
approvals in place.
I need to mention to you that the land survey of the club was conducted with the
help of the Government in 2019, and has now yielded extra space for us next to the
10th T box. This survey is also helping us to solve the two legal cases we are fighting in
Court. The disputed area around 4th green does not belong to us and we are waiting for the
closure of this case. The car parking disputed area should get cleared in our favour in the
near future. We propose to create a car park area in the newly acquired area next to the
10th Tee Box and occupy this space as soon as we can.
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The pandemic engulfed us in March 2020. The AGM of June 2020 could not be held. And
in October 2020, under special circumstances, I stepped in as the Interim President.
From then on with the full support of our Secretary, CEO, Administrative Staff, Club Staff,
Managing Committee and the Sub-committee members, we have managed to maintain
the club and the golfing activities to the best of our ability. During the Lockdown, our
staff, risking their lives stayed in the club for 2 months to maintain the club and the
course. The caddies were paid sustenance amount during this period. The same was done
with the catering staff and all the outsourced departments to keep them with us. The
COVID created problems with the working of the office. One of our staff and the husband
of another succumbed to COVID and we had to close the office a few weeks and create
areas in the Party Halls for the office to function. Another husband of a staff was seriously
ill. We took extra care of the staff during these difficult times. We conducted multiple
vaccine camps and covered all our staff and caddies and their families. Many members
also took advantage and had the vaccination. Many health camps were conducted and we
also opened a health check-up clinic for the Caddies. We also contributed Rs.25 lakhs to
the Chief Minister COVID Relief Fund. We have regularly communicated digitally to all
our members in spite of the difficulties we have had.
The club has acted promptly to help many staff and members who fell ill in the club
premises, with immediate care and transfer to major hospitals and have saved their lives.
The MC in their wisdom appointed, as per discussion in the AGM, to review the functioning
of the club a Review Committee. Their Report was just discussed in the SGM. I must
emphasize here the reason for the delay is not because we have delayed, but because we
were forced to delay because of the restrictions. We collectively took a lot of decisions
in the interest of our members and the institution. Some decisions have to be revised,
some of them reversed in the interest of the institution. Their report was submitted to
the MC in July 2020 and after due deliberation, this RC Report was digitally circulated
to the members and later an action taken report was also digitally circulated. The SGM
to discuss this Review Committee Report had to wait till today because of the pandemic.
We had a good virtual Open House Meeting with members to have interaction and discussion
in April 2021, which was attended by over 120 members and was well appreciated.
Overall, this Committee is well appreciated by most members for their management
during this extended period. I thank all my MC team members, the Secretary, Treasurer
and the entire staff for their dedicated selfless commitment during these tough times to
improve the golf and club experience of the members. Please join me in giving this team
a round of applause.
Some members have been unhappy with our decisions and we were unable to satisfy them.
Criticism is always welcome, at the same time we cannot always agree with suggestions
or demands. Thus, the MC has been guided in these matters by our Rules, by advice from
the Government as well as by advice from legal counsel. It is unfortunate that this has
created misunderstanding and a view that we are not doing our job. In an extreme case, a
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representation has even been made to the Registrar of Societies to cancel this very SGM
and AGM. I urge all members to put such differences aside because this hurts the very
fabric of this institution and interferes with the spirit of the game that we all have come
to love.
All of us have worked hard and dedicated ourselves to the organization and the members.
There has never been any intent to disrespect any member. Our aim has been to follow
Rules and good practices. We have managed the most difficult times of the era with utmost
care.
This Committee has been in office since 2019 and this is not by our choice. The pandemic,
lockdowns and Government restrictions have not allowed us to hold an SGM/AGM and the
elections until now. We have submitted to conduct meetings, but have cancelled it after
that. Our requests for holding the meetings have been turned down by the Government
on multiple occasions. I have made a personal visit to the Government offices and the
Registrar of Cooperative Societies office to take permission and all of them are COVIDrelated guidelines and concerns. It is only now that they have permitted physical gathering
with large numbers. I am sure you are all aware of the restrictions in place because of the
pandemic. The virtual meetings were considered, but then most people thought they are
not suitable and therefore were not held.
This is the 45th AGM of the year 2019-20. At the end of this meeting, we propose to announce
the 46th AGM of the year 2020-21 with elections most probably in the month of November
2021, subject to Government provisions and permissions.
It was our honor and pleasure to have our Hon’ble Chief Minister Mr Basavaraj S. Bommai,
a member of our club, visiting with his family and spending a day with us and freely
mingling with everyone. I thank him for making the time for this.
My sincere thanks to all the staff of the club and our Senior Admin. Manager and CEO
for their tireless commitment and support. On behalf of the MC, my special thanks to the
Government Nominees for their active participation and help in the functioning of the
club. Our sincere thanks to the Registrar of Societies and Government of Karnataka for
their support to the club. I thank all the Subcommittee members who have stood by us in
all our activities. I thank all our Vendors for their support. Most of all I thank you all for
your continued support and all of you for being present here in large numbers.
Finally, I thank you all for this opportunity given to me to serve you as the Captain and
Interim President of the Karnataka Golf Association. I have to mention that this long
time spent here in this office has been extremely stressful, much more than my over
40 years of surgical practice because of extreme criticisms on the establishment and its
functioning by some groups in the last few months.
Thank you very much.
Dr M G Bhat,
President KGA
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Appointment of Chief Teller:
The President announced that the Managing Committee has proposed Mr Madhav Rao,
M035 to be the Chief Teller to conduct this 45th Annual General Meeting of 2019-20.
The President sought the concurrence and confirmation of the August Body to the
appointment of Chief Teller by showing your hands.
The Members approved the appointment of Chief Teller unanimously.
Proposed by: Mr S. Shanmugam, INDS002
Seconded by: Dr Gautam Kodikal, INDK061
I now take up the listed Agenda for this meeting.
1. To confirm the Minutes of the 44th Annual General Meeting held on 28th June 2019:
The Minutes of the 44th Annual General Meeting have already been circulated. Can this
be taken as read and confirmed?
There being no discussions, the minutes of the 44th Annual General Meeting held
on 28th June 2019 were unanimously approved by the General Body.
Proposed by : Mr H.A. Gopinath, INDG117
Seconded by : Mr Thimmaiah. H.C, INDT015
2. To adopt the Annual Report of the Committee for the year 2019-20:
The Annual Report for the year 2019-20 has already been circulated and requested the
members to come to the podium, announce their name and account number prior to
discussion.
The Floor is open for discussion.
There being no discussion on the subject, the President sought the approval of the General
Body to adopt the Annual Report. It was taken as adopted and confirmed.
Proposed by : Dr Rohith Shetty B, INDS141
Seconded by : Mr Paul. M.P, INDP139
3. To adopt the Balance Sheet, Income and Expenditure Statement and Auditors
Report for the Period Ended 31st March 2020.
The Annual Statement and Auditors Report for the period ending 31st March 2020 have
already been circulated.
The floor is open for discussion.
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Mr Siddaraj. M.S, INDS041: Good Evening Mr President and fellow members. I know
Mr President you must have been reasonably drained out after the long SGM. I will be as
brief as possible and I think a bit of discussion on the Balance Sheet is really necessary
considering a bit of the seriousness of the financial position of the club. In your opening
remarks, you did mention that the Course, Club House & most of the Departments are
doing very well. I really don’t know whether you meant it for the year 2020-21 or the
Balance Sheet year 2019-20.
President: Said that he would like to give clarification on the point raised by Mr. Siddaraj.
He informed that if the annual report has been accepted, he will go to the accounts and
said this is the accounts of 2019-20. We have appointed new Auditors M/s. Acharya &
Company, who has been appointed as approved in the 44th AGM on 28-06-2019 and they
have been with us from July 2019. I must say they have done an excellent job in doing a
lot of things with us. They have helped us to improve our accounts & brought in accepted
Standards of Accounting practice which was not done before. To mention a few in the
Income & Expenditure statement the interest accrued used to be taken as RESERVE
earlier. Now they are accounted as part of Income. There were many Bad Debts, all these
now have been accounted for, excess interest income related to earlier years has been
reversed. Now we are moving towards Standard Accounting practice and cleaning up the
system.
Mr Siddaraj said quite a few subjects you have already answered, but still, the very
reading of the Accounts presented do not exactly reflect the healthy financial position
which you are projecting. It appears performance of most of the Divisions is little far
from satisfactory. Mr President, I am sorry if I am critical, I am just reading out the
figures published from your Accounts. I just have a couple of points, you can make a
note of them and reply to me. You have mentioned about the Interest Income accounted
as the Revenue Income (Page No.33). It has been the practice of the club for 44 years to
capitalize the interest income to the Capital Fund; the reason was to strengthen the fund.
When it has been the accepted and adopted policy of the club since the beginning of the
year, just want to know what was the need to change this accounting system?
President said can I answer this immediately, please. This is the Standard Accounting
practice which is accepted in today’s practice and which is what the Income Tax people
want us to do, so we are moving towards the accepted practice.
Mr Siddaraj said you mean to say we did the wrong thing for 44 years?
President said the reason is this was not done before, at least now we can be in line with
what is accepted in the Government,
Mr Siddaraj: On the same page under the Head of Expenditure Land Lease Rent – (Page
No. 33) you have paid Rs.53.00 lakhs to KSTDC as Land Lease Rentals. As per the Lease
Agreement, you have to pay 2% of the Gross Annual Income as Lease rental, instead, as
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demanded by KSTDC you have paid 2% even on the Entrance Fee which is not a Revenue
Income. As per your own figures you have paid Rs.2.3 crores in excess. When the Lease
Agreement clearly provides it is 2% on the Annual Income, I just want to know under what
authority you have paid this excess amount of Rs.2.3 crores. I am not saying whether the
Lease Rent is more or less, we have no issues absolutely in you paying the agreed amount.
I am only pointing out excess payment that you have made and the authority under which
you made this payment. If you have to pay 2% on the Entrance Fee also, should there not
be an Order from the Government to this effect? I just want to know please clarify, let the
members know what is our commitment and what is that we are paying?
President said a lot of changes took place with the new Lease Agreement which we signed
during 2017-18. Earlier we were paying 2% on the receivables. Now we are paying 2% on
the gross income. The KSTDC put a demand to us, when we had New Memberships which
came in with a large amount of money coming in, they put a demand to us saying that you
need to pay on the deposits also. This went on for few months because they demanded
Rs.2.41 crores as 2% of all the things. The interpretation was different. To go back to our
discussion with them, we decided to pay Rs.2.41 crores and then started the discussion.
Then we convinced them, 2% gross income we cannot stop, 2% gross income involves
our income, our income from interest; they said when you capitalize, those who have put
applications and when those applicants become members that amount is capitalized and
have to pay 2% on that. It came to a situation where we had paid an excess amount of
Rs.2.42 crores. So we had multiple discussions with Government and KSTDC and they
agreed for us to deduct this excess amount from our regular lease payments. So far we
have a deducted and we have now a balance of Rs.44 lakhs remaining with them which
is going to be adjusted in the next payment. This chapter has not seen the end yet, and it
is in the arbitration stage in the Government for completion. I hope I have made myself
clear.
Mr Siddaraj said we have an excellent rapport with the Government. This is a beautiful
joint venture between the Government and the KGA. I am not talking about which way
in which you pay. I am only talking about you have a basis; you have an Order, ultimately
the end of the day we are answerable to the members. Now whether it is 2 crores or 4
crores, whether it is on the capital only or the revenue income, is not the issue, whatever
clarification you have is 2% on the gross income. We wrote to the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India also and got clarification from them i.e. the member’s fees are not
a part of the Annual Income. Now you have paid on that also, please get the clarification;
let this be set right. If there is no Order, get the Order.
President He thanked Mr Vijay Sharma, MD of KSTDC and Mr Kumar Pushkar who
was MD KSTDC earlier, and said both have been very helpful to us conducting multiple
discussions on this matter and informed that Mr Vijay Sharma has confirmed now that
clarification has come and it is approved.
Mr Siddaraj said very good.
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President said right now we have to pay 2% on the gross income, which means our income
and interest income and capitalized income (those who become members).
Mr Siddaraj asked you have to pay the entrance fee also?
President said no. We call it Applicants - those people who put the Application to the
club, that is considered as Reserve Fund, it is not on that amount. It is only on those who
become members and are confirmed, which becomes income to us.
Mr Siddaraj said that we are paying now, is that correct?
President said when their membership is confirmed and that becomes income to us.
Mr Siddaraj said to that extent there is a clarification from the Government and we are
going by the Orders of the Government. Absolutely no issues.
Mr Siddaraj said same page (Page No.33) Your Departmental Expenses, as I could see
from your performance, Rs.8 crores of last year has gone up to Rs.11 crores this year
(2019-20). The reason given by you on page No.53 is ‘the revenue has gone up, so is the
expenditure’; but what you have not given whether it has gone up in the same proportion.
Last year the expenditure was 52.5% of the revenue and this year it has gone up to 60%. To
put it up in rupees you have overspent Rs.1.5 crores more as compared to last year. You
only have explained how and where this has been overspent. (Page No. 47 – just reading
from the report) – Department-wise performance, your figures indicate that all the major
Departments have not performed as was expected. Mr President, I am just reading from
the Report, it is not my analysis at all. Department-wise surplus before Depreciation your
net surplus from the General Receipts last year was Rs.6.9 crores and this has come down
to Rs.6.4 crores this year. In the very inaugural speech, you said that the General Receipts
and the General Administration, Course and the Club House is doing extremely well and
every Department is doing the surplus that is the reason I asked you whether you are
referring to 2019-20 i.e. this Balance Sheet year or the subsequent year. It appears you
are referring to the subsequent year and not this Balance Sheet year. The net revenue
from the Course – last year was Rs.43 lakhs and this year you have incurred a loss of Rs.16
lakhs, which means there is a deficit of Rs.16 lakhs in one year; likewise, the net deficit
in the club house revenue is Rs.55 lakhs in one year; net revenue from the Driving Range
has gone down from Rs.47 lakhs to Rs.14 lakhs this year. I am sure you must be having a
proper explanation for all these revenue losses of crores of rupees during this particular
Balance Sheet year. Do you want to react to this or shall I go ahead?
President Clarified that in many of these places viz,:–
Course - the Troon came in a big way.
We had expenses in terms of Waste Management which was taken place.
Lots of improvements were happening in the Course during that time.
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Mr Siddaraj said you mean to say it was not done in earlier years?
President said it was not done in earlier years.That applies the same to the Driving Range.
Mr Siddaraj said last year also you were claiming that we are the best Course in the
World?
President said to get the best Course we have to manage the Course.
Mr Siddaraj said apart from golfing, our other major activity is F & B, more particularly
the watering hole in the Bar. Like other Departments, these two are not making an
adequate surplus. I don’t use the word profit because we are a social club, this is not a
commercial entertainment or commercial undertaking to say that we are making profit
or loss; there is a surplus or a deficit. This division is comparable only to 4 or 5-star hotels
rate-wise; I am not talking about the service-wise because most of us have experienced
it. Of late we have converted this place into a good restaurant with least of the facilities,
where the facilities could be improved further. I felt the rates are exorbitant as compared
to other clubs. I don’t know how many of you agree with me, with the limited drink and
food for a family of 4 or 5, we spend Rs.4,000/- or Rs.5,000/- in the evening, the reason is
our liquor rates are higher by at least 10 to 15% as compared to other clubs and in spite
of the higher rates the Bar surplus if you look at it is negligible. As you can see at Page
No.47 – The surplus from the Bar is Rs.8.8 lakhs on a sale of Rs.4.27 crores, which means
a surplus of 2%. If you see how this compares with other clubs – I have the figures with
me –One club with a turnover of Rs.5,39,83,000/- has made a surplus of Rs.47.89,000/- i.e.
8.9% of sales. Another Club on a turnover of Rs.4,91,94,000/- the surplus is Rs.37,38,000/which is 7.2%.
Even considering this lowest profit our surplus should have been about Rs.30 lakhs
(Rupees thirty lakhs) whereas it is Rs.8.00 lakhs, this is in spite of we paying 10 to 15%
higher rates on our liquor. The answer probably according to me is easy to find. We have
a Vendor and you pay 20% on sales to them, 15% is supposed to be towards the salary
of the staff and 5% is their service charges. In other words, you and I are paying about
Rs.20 to Rs.25 lakhs a year for the service given by the Vendor, and what is the service –
we have given them enough money to pay for the staff, this 5% is for them to supervise
the staff whether they are pouring the liquor correctly and bringing to your table. Let
me also mention that the liquor is purchased by the club, the infrastructure is provided
by the club and absolutely what is the value-added from their side? Why are you making
us pay 15 to 20% more on that? Please I will request you to look into this and let us stop
this procedure.
President said if you look at this Double Eagle Bar which actually came into functioning
with our outsourced person during the beginning of 2019, this account is ending March
2019. I just want to give you an indication, this year when you see the accounts we are at a
profit of Rs.12.56 lakhs. When you come to the next accounts you will see. It is functioning
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very well, there are no liquor losses, and everything is accounted for at the moment, there
are no pilferages, there are no shortages. So what we were seeing earlier of liquor losses
which were going on earlier is not there at all - zero, that is what we have achieved with
outsourcing which we were not able to do before earlier, we were losing on that earlier.
Mr Siddaraj said Mr President when most of us are members of other clubs also, you also
must be a member of some other clubs, when they are managing their affairs and having
surplus because Bar is the major area where you get the revenue from and you get it from
there. You say that I am making Rs.4 or Rs.5 crore turnover, and you are trying to defend
that you are making Rs. 8 to Rs.10 lakhs surplus, when your neighbouring club is making
about Rs.30 – Rs.40 lakhs.
President said Mr Siddaraj we will definitely look into that.
Mr Siddaraj said yes, I am very happy and it appears may be, correct me if I am wrong,
I believe KGA is the only club in the city where the Bar is outsourced. Mr President, you
said you will look into the Bar part.
President said I just want you to look into Page No.12 (Highlights of Financial Performance)
where you will see a comparison between 2018-19, 2017-18… you just see the comparison
there, you will see the difference this year. The biggest expense we are having is the
increase in the salaries and we have improved our system by paying minimal wages and
also gratuity – all these have been streamlined.
Mr Siddaraj said the next Division is your F & B, your Restaurant. I cannot comment on
the taste of food because it differs from person to person. What I like you may not like and
what you like I may not like. But I am only trying to point out the rates we charge. Can I
give a comparison of one or two things, take it in a lighter way, because when I sign in the
evening it makes a difference A plate of Chicken Tikka is Rs.200/-, in other clubs where you are also a member it is
Rs.125/- to Rs.145/Fish Finger is Rs.240/- here, Rs.180/- to Rs.200/- elsewhere.
Mr President, why are we doing this? I don’t know whether our interest is more towards
the members or towards the Vendor. I am sorry to say this most of us are members of
other clubs let us try to see whether we can give full justice to the members. I think you
will take care of this as well.
President said I told you we will definitely look into that.
Mr Siddaraj said again Page No.33 - Miscellaneous expenditure - You have charged Rs.67
lakhs of the club money and there is no explanation anywhere other than passing remark
what you have made just now. What does this represent?
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President said miscellaneous expenses, I know what it is.
Mr Siddaraj said while on this I draw your attention to Page No. 44 – ‘The Auditors
Report’: Point No.2 says the miscellaneous expenses include Rs.27,09,504 of Bad Debts
which you have charged off during this year. I really don’t know, can you just write off
Rs.27 lakhs without any authorization/ permission? I was also going through the Rule
Book, the Rule does not give any powers to the MC to write off the money which you have
to get from the people, which means you have written off Rs.27 lakhs? I think you need
to give a little more clarity on that.
President said these are Bad Debts we have not written off; we have given a provision for
that, and said these are sponsorship monies that have not come in the last so many years.
Mr Siddaraj said don’t you think there should be an explanation Mr President,
Rs. 27 lakhs just like that you say no I don’t receive, close the accounts?
President said we should explain, agreed. We have received R.14 lakhs in this and this is
the remaining money.
Mr Siddaraj said again your account is not correct.
President said no, that is next year. This is 2019.
Mr Siddaraj said then such is the case without making any efforts, why did you make a
provision of Rs.27 lakhs that means you did not make an effort last year so that you have
made the provision.
President said no there has been a lot of changes, I must tell you as I told you in the
beginning, this Accounting Year so many changes have happened to bring it to Standards.
In the process, this is accounted for because it is coming up in the next one, more or less
will be completed. These are carried from many years
Mr Siddaraj said thank you.
President said it is not for this year, it is going on for many years.
Mr Siddaraj said same Page No. 44, Point No. 1 – The Auditors mentioned that you did
not get a GST Input Tax of Rs.47 lakhs, is this loss to the club?
President said this is a GST issue because lots of things were not clear about GST when
it started a few years ago. So what has happened is the GST Input reversal is because
compared to the Food and compared to the Projects what we were doing, we had to do that
because when it came we had not made provision for it and collected it. It is cleaning up
the GST system.
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Mr Siddaraj said my point is – is it a loss to the club or not?
President said it is not a loss, it is just a GST.
Mr Siddaraj said was it a wrong claim? If it is a wrong claim, why did you claim it first
of all? Even we did not know about that. Mr President, I have made the point if it is to
be rectified if there is a provision because it also gives us a long time to set right the
anomalies, if there is a possibility, please look into that. Otherwise please explain to the
members because you know these serious points, even you don’t even bring it out in your
Annual Report.
President said I agree. We have appointed a Consultant for this, to look into it and solve
the issues.
Mr Siddaraj said say that, you know because that makes sense. Anyway, I made my
points, please look into that and see that the finances of the club are on a strong footing
because we are sitting on a pile of cash. Even I just want to mention that don’t carry
heavy balances in your Current Account, I see Rs.12 crores sitting in a Current Account.
We are going to lose out on the interest.
Anyway, thank you very much for the patient hearing Gentlemen.
President said Mr Siddaraj I must thank you for a detailed explanation which we will
definitely look into it. Thank you very much.
Mr Ramesh Venkateswaran, INDV051: He said thank you President. This is not actually
going from Mr Siddaraj. May I make an observation for the General Body? May I ask the
President and the General Body is there any accountability of the MC on how they should
operate on an annual basis? Is there any budget that is available to the GB on which they
work?
President said the MC has a budget of Rs.1.5 crores per year for the projects.
Mr Ramesh Venkateswaran said is there information available to the General Body?
President said yes. It was actually approved in the last General Body Meeting on
28-06-2019.
Mr Ramesh Venkateswaran said it is Rs.150 lakhs what Mr Bagri says and it is not
Rs.150 crores.
President said yes, it is Rs.1.5 crores.
Mr Ramesh Venkateswaran said I have only an observation to make to the MC and to
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the General Body because we are talking about structure, if you look at Page 12 what I
found is that there is no way we can find out what is expected from the MC at the end of
the year. You only present an Annual Income & Expenditure Statement, but there is no
benchmark against which we evaluate that expenditure except the previous years. That
is the fundamental issue that is why we have the problem of accountability. If you look
at Page 12, I am just taking a summary, the red flag that I would put is between 20152016 and 2019-2020 we are actually going into negative cash operations. The interest from
deposits is what is clouding the whole picture. If I take Departmental Receipts and if
you take total expenses from a positive of about Rs.1.00 crores in 2015-2016 and 2016-17;
from 2017-2018, 2018-2019 & 2019-20 we are making cash losses. I think it is important
for us to have the MC to have some basis to say, I mean can you make one crore loss or
two crore loss, can you make a ten crore loss. I think the GB has to rule on that. This is
my submission.
President said Mr Venkatesh if I can just respond to you, I want to bring few things to the
understanding of the General Body –
1. Our Income has not increased in terms of Subscriptions. In fact, what has happened
is a fair percentage of the members are getting into the Honorary Category and they
do not pay Subscriptions and we have not increased our subscription.
2. For many years we are surviving on interest money.
3. Our salaries are going up year by year and so our expenditure on that segment has
increased.
Mr Ramesh Venkateswaran said may I respond to that Sir. My observation and this is for
the General Body, I don’t argue with you on that; the point is should we have a method
income should be equal to the expenditure, on operating expenses. It is like running
a household budget. That’s all I am asking for, should we have because your interest
amount keeps reducing every time the members come in and your are interest rate and
that is for your rainy day when you want to do Capital Expenditure.
President said also Sir you must realize that the interest rates have gone down very
much at the moment, so our income on the interest is very less at the moment.
Mr Ramesh Venkateswaran said that is why it is a red flag because we should make sure
whether Chicken Tikka is Rs.200/- or Rs.250/-, the income should be equal to expenditure
on a cash basis.
President said right, Sir.
Mr Ramesh Venkateswaran said I would leave this to the General Body to discuss.
President said definitely we will look into it. Thank you very much. Sir one of the things
which need to be done at some stage is subscription fee increased to have some balance.
We will talk about it the next time.
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Mr Bagri Gopal Das, INDB097: said Good Evening. Sir, I wanted to avoid coming up, I
wrote to the Secretary asking for certain clarification, with a rider if these clarifications
are given I don’t want to come and speak. I never got any answer.
We are talking so much about the Interest Income, but look at the way we have handled
our Interest Income; look at the Review Committee Report. You have an observation
there of Rs.66 lakhs loss in interest income in spite of having comparable, available
higher interest rates, we have kept going on to SBI at 4.5%. For no logical reason, it
has happened year after year, including this particular year where we directly lost Rs.33
lakhs. Now managing our income is far more easier as far as the interest is concerned.
We need to spend little time to ensure that we are getting a good rate of interest and
investing at the proper place. MC did a review of recalling certain deposits from the
Banks which were considered be, I fully endorse that, I have no argument on that. The
Finance Sub Committee and MC took a call, they went ahead and cleared it out. But in
the bargain what did we do? You had Yes Bank, you had Rs.20 crores laying there, Rs.16
crores was encashed, Rs.4 crores were left behind, which happened to be linked with the
LC which was opened through them, that matured out, the LC was encashed in December
2019, FD was continued with them; Rs.4.65 crores was kept in the SB Account of Yes Bank
when it went under Moratorium. We had a total exposure of total Rs.8.65 crores with Yes
Bank when the Moratorium started. If we could take a hit on the penal charges and loss of
interest from Yes Bank in September 2019 on Rs.16 crores, why did we leave lose Rs.8.65
crores? I have made two points to you – (1) loss through SBI of Rs.66 lakhs which is a part
of the Review Committee Report I have happened to be a part of it and (2) the Yes Bank
where Rs.8.65 crores were left behind. I am going a step further, go to your SBI accounts
with different Banks; you maintain a huge balance throughout the year. I have some of
the figures with me, you will be stunned be maintained Rs.22 crores for 40 (forty) days in
an SB Account.
President said that the Finance Department has a Sub Committee which helps the
Treasurer of the club and I just want to remind that you were in the Finance Sub Committee
for many years. Let me come back to few things. A lot of this talk about loss by FD being
moved to other Banks is following the suggestion of the Finance Sub Committee.
Mr G.D. Bagri said Mr President I have not questioned that, that movement I have not
questioned. Please let us not digress the things.
President said I am continuing Sir, I just want to make a mention. That some of the things
were moved because they suggested moving from the Banks which were considered to
be suspect – (Mr Bagri – I endorse) South India Bank, DCB Bank and Yes Bank. So at
some stage, these deposits were removed and then they were deposited in Banks which
were considered though the interest rate was less, considered safe and secure for the
Association. It is not the individual money; it is the money of the Association, it was
going to safe and secure Accounts though the interest rate was less.
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Mr G.D. Bagri said Mr President you are digressing the things. I have never questioned
that issue, in fact, I have complimented it. Why are you describing that again and wasting
the time? I am very specifically asking about – (1) the movement which took place at the
SBI for three years and we losing 66 lakhs of rupees (sixty-six lakhs) and (2) why the
money was left behind in Yes Bank with Rs.8.65 crores of balance when you had encashed
Rs.16 crores out of Rs.20 crores.
President said Our Treasurer would like to make a comment on this and he is coming to
the podium to comment on this.
Mr Suresh Jois Chandrashekar, Hon. Treasurer, INDC055: He said Sir Esteem Forum,
I would like to put some of the facts and pictures here. You all know what is Yes Bank in
this Country. There was a run on the Bank for 18,000 crores. Rs.18,000 crores in Yes Bank
was invested by the previous Committee. Our Committee approved only large banks,
18,000 crores run, we had to reduce the exposure in September 2019 from Rs.20 crores to
Rs.16 crores. We had to reduce the exposure, when 18,000 of the country removed the
money why should we not remove our money. Finally, Yes Bank in March 2020 closed.
Though we reduced, we had only Rs.4 crores because we had the LC against imported
machinery, then we had Rs.4.65 crores in our liquid fund where we get the higher interest
rate, but finally the Yes Bank closed. So when there was a shock of the system of Rs.8.65
crores we had to take some corrective measures. We had both global pandemics as well
as economic crises. So what you would do, you also look at the exposure of smaller banks
– South India Bank, DCB Bank….
Mr G.D. Bagri said just give me half a minute, you are giving the wrong picture.
Hon. Treasurer said agree sir. You allow me to speak, you have spoken. I have to speak
for the club Sir that is more important. We had to remove our money from this exposure.
The whole country knows what Yes Bank is. So we have taken the money and put it in SBI,
is there something wrong? It is the largest bank in the country, the safest bank. When
there is a global pandemic, every bank was bailed out by SBI. Earning is not important,
Capital protection is important Sir, not even one rupee was lost, we lost only on preclosure charges, that is a South India Bank.…
Hon. Treasurer continued and siad the South India Bank, today’s share value is Rs.12/and the profit is Rs.10 crores in a quarter, our money is Rs.20 crores, we cannot keep quiet
like this Sir. Why were such Banks approved in the past? Our Committee approved the
four largest banks in the country, which are HDFC, Kotak, ICICI and Axis, this is wrong.
We have got only Companies called SBI, it is a true fact. This is all investments made
earlier. President Sir you please allow me to speak to put the facts in order. Thank you,
Sir.
Mr G.D. Bagri said – Mr President, I am back to you.
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Hon. Treasurer said there might be pre-closing charges, yes. But after all, at the end
of the day the Committee still has from 9.5 to 10.23 crores, so still earned more in.…
Interrupted by Mr Bagri ….
Mr G.D. Bagri said don’t forget your corpus went up. Mr President I asked you a simple
question in September Yes Bank encashment was done, I complimented both the Finance
Sub Committee and the MC. Mr Treasurer has come back and talked the same thing – did
we do wrong? I am complimenting you, what more do you want. I can’t give a certificate
on that. Basically what we did from the Yes Bank pulling out was correct. My question
was Rs.8.65 crores why it was left behind. Let’s address that.
President said Mr Patil you want to say something, Sir. Mr Bagri Sir, we have responded
and Mr Patil wants to say something.
Mr G.D. Bagri said sure.
Mr B.S. Patil, INDP020: He said Mr Bagri, I request you on behalf of the club that we
should have a lower temper in discussions. It is not something that is open to all the
things, each one of them are doing their job.
Mr G.D. Bagri said my apology, Sir.
Mr B.S. Patil said I am sorry the way you have been making a mention about your noise
is not correct; you are most welcome to make comments. But everyone sitting at the table
there come here to serve the club; it is not now; for the last 70 years or 50 years, they
all have come here with good intention. It is sometimes quite possible that they make
mistakes, but you cannot treat them like rubbish children around here by raising a thing.
Mr Siddaraj also made a point, but he was very apologetic, brought out all the points. The
President also said he will have a look at it. We are not here to fight against each other.
The President also mentioned to you that you were also a part of the Sub Committee. I am
sure if you go back to those days you will also find something of that kind. So let’s forget
it, and be very courteous to the Table. Thank you very much.
Mr G.D. Bagri said my apology again Sir. I will try to maintain my cool about the issues,
I am sorry about it. Mr President, you can take it on record I have apologized for it. Now
there is a reversal of Rs.1.5 crores.
President said you want to continue on that again? Do you want to continue on the same
thing what you have mentioned?
Mr G.D. Bagri said I am on the next point. The two points which I have mentioned, the
clarification may please be given with your input, the point is already made. The next
point is Rs.1.51 crores excess income relating to prior periods reversed. Mention one
more point along with that only – according to my reading this is not a reversal of the
prior period, this is the loss of penal charges.…
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President said Mr Bagri Sir, may I request my Chartered Accountant to answer, I know the
answer, but I would request Mr Vinay Kumar, Chartered Accountant to answer. Mr Vinay
would you like to say on this. This is Mr Vinay Kumar from M/s. Acharya & Company.
Mr Vinay please come to the podium. I may like you to answer some queries also if you
don’t mind, please.
Mr Vinay Kumar of M/s. K.G. Acharya & Company, Statutory Auditor for 2019-20: He
said Good Evening. With regard to the interest reversal basically, during the course of
the audit, we called for confirmation from all the banks, including the interest that was
accrued as of 31st March 2020. During the course we have seen that the confirmation of
balances what was given was based on the balances in the Books of Accounts, there was a
difference of Rs.1.50 crores. We had to then get into various other technical verifications
especially with regard to the interest income that is reported by all the banks pertaining
to FY 2019-2020 to the Income Tax Department in Form No. 26-S. When we did all these
reconciliations we identified that in the Books there were about Rs.1.51 crores of balance
differences which had to be the difference on account of excess interest that was accounted
for during the earlier years; that was the reason why we had to reverse it.
Mr G.D. Bagri said Mr Vinay simple thing I am asking is what is 2019 excess provision or
was it a write-off because of the pre-mature encashment of the FDs.
Mr Vinay Kumar said it is not a write-off of the pre-mature encashment, it is very clear it
is the excess interest that was got accumulated over the past few years which got reversed.
Mr G.D. Bagri said Mr President with your due permission there is one question he might
be able to address better. Solar Power Plants – how much is the depreciation supposed to
be?
Mr Vinay Kumar said Sir it depends on the Policy, because KGA is actually a Society, it is
not governed by the provisions of the Companies Act, you will have to decide on what is
the useful life of the asset and basically go ahead and depreciate on the useful life.
Mr G.D. Bagri said the thing which I want to point out is the block of assets, Solar Power
Plant is not there which was installed in 2017 with an investment of over Rs.60 lakhs.
Now to the best of my understanding, this was capitalized along with the building, the
maintenance shed which is there and which goes on 2.5% depreciation, whereas the Solar
Power Plant you can get depreciation up to 40%. Now is that an anomaly or we have as
a policy decision taken it as a part of the building, may be you seem to address it out,
maybe you can guide them out.
President said can I interrupt you Bagri Sir, please? I know you have a lot of questions.
We have an Open House if you like, we can directly deal with that unless you have specific
ones and I will be very happy to sit with you, the Account Department and the Treasurer
to solve all your questions.
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Mr G.D. Bagri said that is why I wrote to them, but they never replied.
President said I am just saying that we have our Auditor here, we have everybody here
and we have gone through this and if you like further discussions, we can definitely do it.
Mr G.D. Bagri said let me make one more point. There is Rs.13 lakhs reversal also excess
revenue booked in the prior period to reversal of Rs.13 lakhs.
President said can I answer that?
Mr G.D. Bagri said sure.
President said since Vinay is there, you can also answer.
Mr Vinay Kumar said in Financial Year 2018-19, there was an Invoice raised by KGA
on one of the.... Specifically PGTI. When the KGA had gone ahead and requested for
release of the payment, the PGTI clearly pointed out that they will not be in a position
to go ahead and release the payment if the invoice relates to Financial Year 2018-19. So
this Rs.13 lakhs what was accounted as Income in 2018-19 had to be reversed and a fresh
invoice has already been included in the Income for the Financial Year 2019-20.
Mr G.D. Bagri said what is this abstract, was 2018-19 provision was wrong or the reversal
is right or the conflict which was done with PGTI was never properly executed and we
still continue to deal with PGTI on a regular basis. Are all the highlighted points being
addressed?
President said Mr Bagri I want to bring out one more thing, as I told you earlier we are
doing a lot of cleaning up which is going on, many of the interest which was accounted
for earlier, which was not there has been taken care of. This was a PGTI, Rs.13 lakhs is
coming in, they have paid the full amount and it is coming in the next account. It was not
paid; these were all the things which were hanging in the accounts.
Mr G.D. Bagri said my last query in the block of Registrar we have a capitalization of
Rs.4 crores (Rupees Four crores) worth of Course equipment. Now, this Course equipment’s
was sanctioned on 28-06-2019. They have been received and have been capitalized.
Unfortunately, the accounting had been done in May 2020, but they have been capitalized
in March 2020. Leaving that apart this sanction was done for Rs.4 crores worth of course
equipment, there is Rs.3 crores worth of equipment’s which were supposed to be on a
replacement basis. We have not returned one rupee worth of equipment, but Rs.4 crores
have been capitalized. There must be something which is there as a policy you have
decided about, why this Rs.3 crores worth of equipment has not been written off, are we
going to dispose of them, what is the policy on the write off of these Rs.3 crores worth of
equipments?
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President said Sir I must tell you many of our old equipment’s in the Course when they
have come to a stage where we are not able to use, we do not get much on selling them,
we have been actually donating them to the clubs across Karnataka as a service.
Mr G.D. Bagri said perfect, I mean they have to write off from the books, why are you
continuing them?
President said that is being done now, Sir.
Mr G.D. Bagri said that should be done simultaneously. When you do the capitalization,
you should do de-capitalization also.
President said - you will see a lot of updates in the next account because we are disposing
of in this fashion.
Mr G.D. Bagri said Sir you did not get my point, disposing of is going to bring revenue
or some credit.
President said disposing of is I must say donating it to them.
Mr G.D. Bagri said from the Books we need to write off those equipment’s, that’s all I am
pointing out.
President said – Sir we will take care of it.
Mr G.D. Bagri said thank you.
President said thank you very much and he thanked Mr Vinay.
Mr Nandan Heblikar, INDH019: He said taking a cue from what Mr Ramesh Venkateswaran
said, Mr President, I suggest the Incoming Committee present a budget to the GB within
45 days of taking office so that all these discussions about the budget, the surplus and
the deficiencies will be taken care. I think within 45 days of taking office, the Committee
should come and present a budget to the General Body. So then we will know what the
outlay is for the coming year and how the Committee has performed at the end of the
year.
President said Sir we will do it, thank you very much.
Mr B.S. Patil, INDP020: He said Sir just for the information of all of you, I was the First
Committee Member of 1982 when the club started, so kindly bear with me when I make
some comments that I have some authority to talk on this subject. This Committee is,
the Balance Sheet you look for is from 1st of April 2019 to 31st of March 2020. That is the
first thing where the Committee tenure is from July to June. There is an overlapping of
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the Committee’s responsibilities. Somebody was asking a question why this is not taking
place, why the term to be held responsible/accountable. By the time these people take
a decision, the coming year will be some other Committee members will take hold and
execute the job. That is why the Committee’s RC also mentioned about it, so all these
need to be accounted for, to say that within 45 days they need to present a budget, AGM
is done on which date they are elected. The next AGM will come when they are going to
be demitting the office, they cannot have any AGM. So you have to bear with that, there
is a procedure, let us look at it, maybe 45 days, the budget can be prepared and they can
get to know.
President said Sir I will say one thing that we can make an announcement on the Notice
Board and digitally circulate it or physically circulated, can be done. But we won’t be able
to have a meeting, but can do circulation of that Sir.
Mr Nandan Heblikar said President correct me if I am wrong the SGM or the AGM is
for the members only. So far I don’t think any outsider has come and addressed the
members. I don’t have any disrespect for the Chartered Accountants, but I think if there
is an issue which is a little tight, that can be sorted out outside, but we should have
the meeting addressed by our own members and the Chair should be answering all the
questions.
President said Sir I take your point very well. We had our Chartered Accountant here
to help me, I am not an Accountant. I have gone through this, I am unable to answer
many things, and I have studied the last 4-5 days to find out how to answer. So I need the
support of the Chartered Accountant to do this. I think it is a requirement because you
cannot have a President who is an Accountant.
Mr Nandan Heblikar said that was evident Mr President. It could have been done outside
the Forum as well.
President said Sir in every club if you take our own club every year the Chartered
Accountant is present during the Annual General Body Meeting for any clarification.
Mr Nandan Heblikar said but they will not address the members.
President said they are legally required Sir, that’s what I have been told.
Mr Nandan Heblikar said thank you.
Mr V.S. Thyagarajan, INDT035: He said Mr President, I have no issues with the Accounts
etc., whatever people have commented. My only issue is every time the Committee
Members present here come and talk about the previous Committee. The responsibility
given to them has they made a mistake. You know we all are on one ring, last year we passed
the Accounts. Now the present Committee Members comes and says this investment was
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made two years back, three years back. Passing the buck seems to be very easy here. So
instead I would rather prefer a proper explanation to the General Body this is why it has
happened. If you say it is a material thing, out of Rs.13 lakhs, another Rs.6 lakhs has come
this year and sorted out, that could have been easily mentioned as on after Balance Sheet
event. I don’t think we would have wasted time on that. So please be careful because
some of you have been in the past Committee Members also sitting there and one of your
Committee members comes and says you did this and that is not fair.
President said thank you members and requested if there are no other comments or
remarks can we take the Accounts and Balance Sheet as of 31st March 2020 as approved
and passed. There being no further discussion on the subject, the President asked the
approval of the General Body to adopt the Balance Sheet, Income & Expenditure and
Auditors Report as of 31st March 2020. It was taken as adopted and confirmed.
Proposed by – Mr. Siddaraju M. S, INDS041
Seconded by – Mr Shankar Poti, INDP144
4. To appoint the Auditor to hold the Office for the ensuing year with their
remuneration:
The President thanked and requested Mr Vinay Kumar from M/s. K.G.Acharya & Company,
Statutory Auditor to leave the meeting hall.
President said the next Agenda Point is the statutory requirement of appointing our
Auditors for the Financial Year 2020-21. It has been excellent working with Statutory
Auditors M/s. K.G. Acharya & Company, they are absolutely superb and have done a lot
of work, they are helping us, they are bringing Standards to Accounting and I feel they
are an asset to this club at the moment and I feel we should keep them for the FY 2020-21.
We are paying remuneration of Rs.1.50 lakhs and they are willing to take up the auditing
with the same condition and remuneration for the second Financial Year 2020-21. If the
General Body is agreeable, they will be appointed as Statutory Auditors for the Financial
Year 2020-21 also.
The General Body approved the re-appointment of M/s. K.G.Acharya & Company as
Statutory Auditors for Financial Year 2020-21 with the same remuneration of Rs.1.50
lakhs paid during the Financial Year 2019-20.
Proposed by – Mr V.S. Thyagarajan, INDT035
Seconded by – Mr Kumar Subramanian.V, INDS201
5. To consider resolutions, if any, moved by the members as per Rule 19.6.8:
President said we are now moving to the Resolutions proposed by Members for discussion.
They have already been circulated along with remarks of the Managing Committee under
Rule 19.6.9.
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Mr. G. Manivachagam, INDM165: He raised a point of order and continued to say that he
has given a Resolution and it has already been circulated, but under what Rule and why
it is not being tabled?
President said when it comes to No. 5 Resolution I will talk about it Sir, let us go in order.
Resolution No.1:
The Resolution proposed by Mr. C. P. Rangachar, R-065
Mr. C. P. Rangachar, INDR065: He said with your permission I would like to move the
resolution.
Mr C.P. Rangachar moved the Resolution –
1. Capacity Overload Proposed that the Membership of the Club is frozen as on September 01, 2021. New
members to be admitted only when vacancies arise.
Explanatory Note - We have far too many members for the Course and facilities to cater
to. Even parking space is not available on Event days. Membership cannot be reversed.
Let us freeze the number of members, with no exclusion.
Remarks of the Managing Committee - The number of Members/Associates to be taken
into the club is already frozen for all categories.
Mr. C. P. Rangachar said Sir with some reputation I am making a resolution that the
Membership of this Club is frozen as on the number of members that we have on September
1st, 2021. New Members should be admitted only when vacancies arise. Sir, it is obvious
that we have far too many members for the Course or the facilities to cater to. You look
at any Event you find it impossible to get a seat and much more difficult to get parking.
All other clubs have a policy of limiting the number of members in line with their ability
to cater to them. Membership cannot be reversed, but let us at least freeze it at the no. of
actual members, not at the no. of members which have been sanctioned as per the Rules.
We are already overcrowded and my humble submission is that we should not admit any
more members at all.
President wanted to make a comment on this before Mr Rangachar proceed further, and
said if you look at the Rule Book on the last page we have a quota for the membership.
We are not going beyond the quota. We have a quota for each membership. So it goes
according to the quota and we don’t take more than that. We are within our quota now.
Mr. C. P. Rangachar said that he is not saying that we have exceeded the quota, but it is
his submission that we have exceeded the ability of the club to cater to the membership,
which is why it has to be frozen as and when the new vacancies created we could admit
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new members.
President said let us have some comments and remarks, please.
Mr BNS Reddy, INDR108: He said this problem of taking membership has been blocked
for many years. A couple of years back when new membership came in, about 2,000 were
sanctioned by Government I raised this pertinent point that just because Government
gave you 2,000 you need not fill it in one year. You can stagger it for few years. with
2,3 like that for a number of years. Why this problem is occurring? You have a lot of
LTA members, you have Corporate members, Student members, you have all varieties
of members who want to play on Sunday because that is the only day they get. The
second, though on record we have only 2000 members as per the original order. Now
sons of members, daughters of members we have taken, that is another 4000 you can add
6000 + ladies who want to play, around 6500 members are there in this club today apart
from the new members you are taking. If not even 1/4th of them come here, they don’t have
a place to stand here. So what I am requesting is please stagger, at one time we didn’t
have money, you were taking LTTA, LTTS, all sorts of members. Now you are sitting on a
stack of money you don’t need any of these things, maybe once in a way you can take here
and there and it is not mandatory to take just because it is there. You don’t have to fill the
whole thing. 150 vacancies are there, I know it, and 150 you have been given the quota
that time when there was nothing. Today we don’t need it; you have to think of it. This
club is only for members, you have to think of the member’s interest rather than your
LTTA all this making money, no it is not, we are not making enough money. For heaven’s
sake please stagger this and stop taking the LTA for some time.
President said thank you for your comment. There is a resolution coming for the LTA
later, we will take it up at that time.
Mr Ram Iyer, INDI026: He said we all agree that KGA is an elite club as far as promoting
the game of golf is concerned and we have set high standards in maintaining and
promoting this sport. Now rather than saying that we freeze memberships, we reduce the
no. of players, we reduce the no. of times play a week, why don’t we look at asking the
Government to help us build another golf course, let us promote this sport, not freeze it.
We are looking at our children to go ahead and play this game. Now we are saying at the
same time don’t play, reduce the nos. freeze memberships, why should we not encourage
this sport and ask for more land from the Government, get into talks, dialogues so that
we say more and more people should come and play. Let’s promote this game, let us make
this an elite club, not one but two or three of them in the same city. Thank you, Sir.
President said thank you, sir.
Mr Shantanu Consul, INDC024: He said I appreciate the point which Mr Ram Iyer has
made, but we must not forget that they are two distinct subjects. One is starting another
golf course, please take further action on it, let it take its own course not an easy thing;
it will take a long time, but please act on that. In the meanwhile, the issue is how do we
manage this Course, definitely not by admitting more and more new members. We are
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finding it increasingly difficult to find a slot to play. There are methods which have been
introduced, it is a different subject which is coming up later, which enables youngsters
those who are proficient with computers to do their bookings and to play on a regular
basis, whereas many others get left out. The carrying capacity of this Course is not enough
to sustain even the present membership. So I am not even talking about staggering, let’s
take an intelligent decision and postpone any further recruitment till you devise the
method of the carrying capacity and therefore over a period of time the staggering option
which has been suggested could be adopted.
President said thank you, Sir. What you have said is the most burning issue we have here
about how to organize the slots, we have been actually working at it, but anyway there are
few proposals which are coming up on this and we will definitely look into it because we
need to see how we can improve on that.
Mr Shantanu Consul said but that should not result in our taking a decision on how
to deal with the membership issue. You will be under tremendous pressure from the
Government, from the existing members, from the parents of those who have applied
under child of member, but we must not succumb to the pressure.
President said thank you, Sir. Any other comments, please?
Mr. Kul Bushan Oberoi, INDO010: He said Good Afternoon Mr President and members of
the Managing Committee. First and foremost I must say the facilities at our club front end
where we play are excellent in spite of the heavy number of players come here. However,
I think too much of a good thing going on here for us and when we have something
very good going for us it is likely to turn sour and already indicators are there that a
gentlemen’s club in our city because the load factor is so high. It is starting to appear a
little bit abrasive scenes especially when it is overcrowded. All said and done, I think the
Managing Committee is supposed to look for ways and means to be able to sustain the
growing membership of the club here and to be able to provide us with an opportunity
to play by not waiting for hours and hours and all that. We know for sure that there are
people who are gaining the system of booking e.g. in the United States or Australia the
time is a different and slots are booked at 5.01from different parts of the World. Now in
this age of information technology and the internet why would not be possible for us that
when we book a slot we identify ourselves through an email rather than getting bulk
information. Okay at 5.01 at least there are ten slots booked there. Is it not possible that
we can send all the members, contact nos. are here, is it not possible if I book a slot then
I get an OTP if at all I need to send an OTP and book a slot.
President said Sir I may have to stop you, as I told you this is one of our burning issues,
we have been looking at it over and over and we will do our best in the next few weeks to
sort out how we can do. I think there are some more resolutions coming on the booking
itself, we will talk all these things during that time also. I think the 1st resolution was
towards that, let us finish that, it was by Mr Rangachar saying that he wanted to freeze,
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I said we have a ceiling system already and so we are going according to the ceiling
system and how we are taking according to that. That is the one, let us finish that and
then go to the next resolution. Are you going to talk on the 1st resolution? Let us not move
from different resolutions now Sir. Are you going to talk on freezing the membership?
Mr Bushan Oberoi said 30 seconds more Sir.
President said Sir that resolution is coming again; we are talking about the 1st resolution.
Mr Bushan Oberoi said okay.
President asked are you going to talk on the1st resolution freezing the membership?
Mr Bushan Oberoi said no, I am not.
President said then we talk about yours when it comes.
Mr Bushan Oberoi said there are a lot of youngsters waiting to play the game of golf.
President said Sir I have told you this is the 1st resolution we are continuing with that.
Mr Bushan Oberoi said thank you.
Mr. V.S. Thyagarajan, INDT035: He said the General Body needs to take a firm decision.
Some time from 2008, the applications were frozen and you did not give any applications
and there was a Waiting List at 2008 or 2009. Then you reopened it in 2017 or 2018.
President said after the Lease Agreement.
Mr V.S. Thyagarajan said yes. Now the question is there are still from 2008 or 2009 there
is a waiting list, people have waited now for 15 or 20 years, I don’t know the nos. maybe
it is about 250 or 300.
President said, sir from that list, may be around 250.
Mr V.S. Thyagarajan said now they have waited so long, now you increase the Cap to
2,500 or something, because of which today just between the Cap and what you have
reported in the Annual Report today as on 31st March 2020 there are 800 vacancies. Now
the question is we have to be fair, we are already members, we sit here and attend the
meeting and take decisions which affect these people who are on the Wait List for 15 – 20
years, I can understand the people who have submitted the applications in 2018 or 2019
recently; they can wait for ten years because that’s where the other people who have
become members have waited. But at least you must do justice to those people who are
still on the Wait List and then freeze it as you did in 2008 until things improve and you
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have found a solution to the slot business etc. Only this resolution at least it was facing all
categories. The other resolutions, I will now mention that you have not brought it, they
have a legal issue as well....
President said Sir we will talk about it when it comes to it.
Mr. Arun Ponnappa, INDP053: He said Good Evening everybody. This is regarding the
membership and the club being over-burdened; it has been an issue, it has been burning
for a very very long time. As a matter of fact, I think having an additional club also came
up a couple of years back, but it failed through because of some reason. So I have a
suggestion. See a lot of total membership in this club, probably not more than 20% will
use the golf Course regularly. Why don’t we consider people who are lots of HLM’s and
other people who were unable to play, why don’t you consider asking them to sell the
membership on a pro-rata basis where the club can take something and they can take
something, so that the membership fee, this is just a suggestion, I really don’t know.
President said Sir I thank you very much for your suggestion. In fact when I was Secretary
we have been talking about this There are lot of issues; we will come back to you on that.
There are some practical issues in relation to the Rules and Regulations Plan.
Mr Arun Ponnappa said certain Rules can be amended.
President said we will look into it, Sir. It is not an Amendment; it is a Government
Regulation which is there.
Mr Arun Ponnappa said alright, thank you so much.
President said coming to this, our Managing Committee’s impression which we have
given. We have a ceiling and we will keep to that, If that is okay, the freeze is only there,
it is not frozen it is only the ceiling and when vacancies come up it will be done.
President said Sir if you have any comments you can come back, otherwise, let us put it to
voting – do you want any freezing done or we will close it. Sir one minute our Government
Nominees wants to make a comment, this is Mr Praveen Sood, who is going to make a
comment Sir.
Mr Praveen Sood, INDS391: He said thank you Mr President. I think you are confusing
the issues. You want to have a ceiling on the receiving of applications. The club can
decide any time we stop giving the applications and you stopped it for ten years. But
after having taken money, making them wait for ten years when the ultimate ceiling is
not reached which has also come as a result of some resolution by some AGM here only.
You cannot tell them to listen, taken your money, you wait we will decide after ten years.
So don’t confuse things. You want to stop taking applications, maybe the next Committee
can decide, AGM can decide. But having taken application, having taken money, just
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because we all have got membership we can’t decide the fate of people who are not here,
who are not represented here. So let us be clear. It is like all the people who have cars
suggesting that no one should be allowed to buy the car because there is too much traffic
on the road. So actually this has no rationale. I think President you may move ahead with
this.
President said thank you very much.
President said Sir do you have a comment on this Cmdr. Raghavan, please. We will move
on because we have got a lot of resolutions.
Cmdr. M.V. Raghavan, INDR180: He said Mr Rangachar has talked about not only freezing,
but he also talked about restricting people playing the no. of rounds during prime time.
President said that is the next resolution, we will be coming to that, but this resolution
is on this.
Cmdr. M.V. Raghavan said okay, thank you.
President said so on this resolution we conclude on this saying we go up to our ceiling
and we have got our applications already and we continue that.
Members Voice – Put it to Vote.

`

President said Sir shall we because we had a lot of discussions on this.
Mr Shantanu Consul said I am only asking you a question, Sir.
President said I have been told by the Government Nominee that this is part of an
Agreement which is there with them. We cannot put it to vote, we can go according to the
ceiling what we have with the application.
Mr Shantanu Consul said this is what I want to know, please clarify to this Body two
things – (i) What are the contents of the agreement so that we also understand; (ii) You are
quoting the Rules, fine, when was the Rule made and on what basis that Rule was made.
Mr Shantanu Consul continued, kindly listen to me, be patient. The (iii) point which
I am making is please do a study on the carrying capacity of this Course. If the carrying
capacity study shows that the present limits which you got, that no. of people can be
sustained on this Course, you can take a decision accordingly.
President said thank you very much for your suggestions, definitely, we will look into all
those things.
President said – as said this continues to be same, we are not freezing anything, we have
a ceiling for our intake and we continue with what is moving on. So this Resolution is
now resolved in this fashion.
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President said there is no Voting in this, according to what I have been told this is
according to the laws and Regulations we are following, so we are following that.
2. Equitable Golfing – Slot availability for all Members
Mr C.P. Rangachar moved the Resolution
Resolved that 0600 to 0900, and 1230 to 1530 are declared prime time for tee-off.
And that - Every member can play only 2 times a week in prime time, irrespective of
who makes the booking.
Explanatory Note – If any prime time slots remain free, they can be released for booking
after 7 pm, the previous evening. Under the present booking system, only those who
come at 3 am or are super-fast with the computer get a slot. Only a small group of people
get to play regularly. So many members have given up all hopes of getting a decent slot.
The acrimony at 3 am will soon degenerate into physical violence. Those who have been
Members for decades can never get a Slot now. If all Members are equal, they should
have equal opportunities to play. First, this principle must be accepted. Then apps can be
developed to record members’ preferences and allot slots equitably.
Remarks of the Managing Committee: The incoming committee will review the existing
process and suggest suitable guidelines.
President said Sir I have a small suggestion. I know that you have been a Captain of
Bangalore Golf Club, you have done some things, it will be nice for us to seek your support
and we sit together and see how this slot situation can be improved. If you have any other
extra suggestions we will take it, Sir.
Mr. C. P. Rangachar, R065: He said it is with some reputation that I am making this
suggestion, I humbly put before this house that every member has an equal right to play.
We should have equitable golfing what abstains today is, unfortunately, a small group
of people gets a place five days a week, a small number get one slot in the week and the
balance of our 5,000 people do not even attempt to get a slot, many of them have given up
the idea of playing in KGA. If we respect the right of each member to be able to play, we
have to regulate the no. of times that a member can play so that there is an opportunity
for othetell. One way I have proposed is to declare morning 6.00 to 9.00 and afternoon
12.30 to 3.30 as prime time and every member can play two times in a week during prime
time and he can play any no. of times in.… Interrupted by President.…
President said Mr Rangachar as I mentioned to you this is a lot of discussion that needs
to be done and proposals to be done, I would like you to be involved to get these things put
together and we can come back because this is a big issue at the moment. The Tournament
Chairman and their group is doing a lot of work, maybe you could be of help to us to get
this sorted out. This cannot be decided on a General Body about this. So we will have a
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timeline. Yes Sir, Arun can we take one month’s time? Three months’ time we will get
this sorted out. We will get this done because this is the most important part of being a
sports club; we will do it as soon as possible and get it done Sir. We will come back to you
in Notice Boards and circulations; we will get this sorted out.
Mr Ram Mohan Menon, INDM153 – He said Chairman, give me a second. I have been
a member here for 30 years; I have attended all the AGMs, the first time I am coming
and talking. It is very disheartening, as a very senior member of this club I don’t get an
opportunity to play. I come here at 3.00 am, slots are all booked, I had to wait to till 4.30
or 5.00 to get a chance to play.
President said thank you very much, Sir, I said that we will definitely come back and for
your information, we had these issues and so we opened the Course on Monday morning
for 9 holes for Super Seniors, it is only meant for them, we have already done that once.…
interrupted by Mr Ram Mohan Menon....
Mr Ram Mohan Menon said but we are in-between, I am reaching 70.
President said we will wait for you to get into Super Senior level Sir.
Mr Ram Mohan Menon said you put me into Super Senior level.
Mr. A. D. Mandana, INDM014: He said what I am trying to say is this Committee’s tenure
is for another month. So I think - (i) all these things can be left to the next incoming
Committee; (ii) if so many members are not finding time to play golf, I suggest to make
flood-lights, your entire Course be flood-lit and then everybody can get a chance to game.
President said Sir that is a very good suggestion; in fact, that suggestion has come many
times from our Government Nominee, we are looking at it because of the Airport earlier
it had got cancelled, but we are looking at it at the moment to do a 9 hole at night and it
will come out, we have got some suggestions on that.
President said we move on the second resolution is going to be resolved in the next
three months and by the next coming Committee, the Tournament Chairman and the
Group, along with Mr Rangachar will solve some issues on that if it is acceptable. So
we move on and not taking any voting. This resolution is resolved.
RESOLUTION NO. 2 :
The Resolution proposed by Dr. Gautam Kodikal, INDK061 and Mr. Shankar Poti,
INDP144
President said I take the liberty to mention here that the next resolution also proposed by
Dr Subroto Cariapa is on the same lines, can I club these two together, because they are
two separate resolutions. Dr Cariapa is that okay for you, I can club these two together?
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(Dr. Subroto Cariapa’s talk not audible)
President said okay then let him finish and then we will come back to you.
Dr. Gautam Kodikal, INDK061 moved the Resolution Resolved that the Association freeze Temporary Associates and Corporate
Associateships for a period of five years from this Annual General Meeting.
Explanatory Note - In view of Permanent Memberships having opened up, members
are finding it impossible to get playing slots. Restricting further intake of Temporary
Associates and Corporate Associates would open up more playing opportunities for
members. Members are being denied an opportunity to participate in club tournaments
or to represent the club in Inter-Club Tournaments due to the overload of Temporary and
Corporate Associates participating in the same.
Remarks of the Managing Committee - The number of Members/Associates to be taken
into the club is already frozen for all categories.
As per the existing rules of the club, they cannot be restricted from taking part in the
tournaments - Dr Gautam Kodikal said this is a trifle misleading because the total
membership quota ceiling has been frozen. However, on my inquiry with the office as
you know, there is a total ceiling of 150 for Temporary Associateship and at the moment
there are still 40 vacancies that exist for Temporary Associates. So all I was pleading was
– (i) that you already have 110 Temporary Associates and therefore for the time being,
at least for the next five years do not issue any more forms against these 40 vacancies
that are there. Why I am speaking about this is that when I joined this club I was in the
Committee, there was a Rule which said that Temporary Associateship, in fact, this is one
thing I would like to make very clear that there is a dichotomy between Membership and
Associateship, in fact, that was made very clear in the past that Associateship, therefore
to make clear that they do not necessarily enjoy the same privileges as a Members; (ii) at
that point of time the Temporary Associateship was offered only to those people who were
on temporary assignment to Bangalore and not to permanent residents of Bangalore.
However, somewhere along the line what happened was that possibly because of the long
blockade in Permanent Membership this category was offered to people who were residents
of Bangalore also. However, unfortunately, this has now or rather become a channel for
surrogate membership. What was happening is that members would take three years +
another three years, then they would ask their spouse to appear and then they would
like another six years, and then they would re-apply and then they would take another
six years, and they’re on record. There have been people in Temporary Associates for the
last, possibly for the last 15 (fifteen) years based on this system of repeated applications
in either their name or in their spouse name. So that is why I have suggested that for
the time being, if the General Body says one year I don’t mind if the General Body says
two years it is okay with me, I just suggested that freeze this category for five years so
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at least for the time being let us at least, this is one category as we just heard from the
Government Nominees that we are not able to do anything much with the applications
which we have already given for Permanent Membership. Let us at least in some small
way make our life a little easier. We are all members of this club and let us make life
easier rather than going on taking more and more Temporary Associates. Remember one
more thing that when you take one Temporary Associate you are not taking one person,
you are taking a family and very many occasions have occurred where one Temporary
Associate, his two children and wife play golf. So you are actually taking in four playing
members on one Temporary Associate. So that is the reason why I feel that you are then
overloading, already there was a resolution of overloading the club.
President said Dr Gautam can I come in for a minute on this? I agree with your point,
let us discuss. But I have a suggestion on this, my suggestion is why don’t you consider
Temporary as Temporary, that means they are temporary residents of Bangalore because
right now as you said we have been taking Permanent Members + Temporary Members,
but make Temporary Membership for temporary residents only.
Dr Gautam Kodikal said with all due respect, included this in the new Rule. However, as
you are aware that the new Rule will come up only at the next SGM, so I am only saying
that for the time being till the new Rule comes kindly accept this resolution of mine
and once the new Rule comes anyway it will be only for those people who are temporary
residents.
President said let us hear others and then let us put it to vote after that.
Dr Gautam Kodikal said would you like me to come to the next point or okay, let this be
discussed and then maybe we will come to the next point.
President said if you want you can complete the next one also, and then we will go. You
can read your next point and sit down.
Dr Gautam Kodikal said the next point I made was –
Also resolved that Temporary Associates and Corporate Associates will not be eligible
to participate in the Club Tournaments and also represent the club in Inter-Club
Tournaments.
Dr Gautam Kodikal said now that there are not many clubs tournaments, there are
12 club tournaments and these were basically for the members of the club. These are
historical tournaments, remember that the names that go up on the Board, remain there
for in perpetuity. So it stands to reasons that it may be best if people who are going to be
Permanent Members of this club be on that Board. So that is the reason why I suggested
this and I also suggested that there are plenty of other tournaments, see let me be very
clear that there has been some misunderstanding about this proposal of mine. I am not
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stopping Temporary Associates from playing golf. So the whole question of legal issue,
I am not stopping them from playing golf but I am only asking the Committee to restrict
them from playing club tournaments. Now the Committee claim or rather gave a ruling
saying that as per the existing rules of the club they cannot be restricted from taking part
in the tournaments.
However, I would just like to read to you Rule No.16.1 which says –
RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES & RESTRICTIONS:
Members, Associates and all users of the Association shall be governed by the Rules, Byelaws of the Association and the direction of the Committee from time to time.
So there is absolutely no harm if the Committee directs these Temporary Associates
saying that – you are most welcome to play everything in the club, you are most welcome
to use the club facilities, you are most welcome to play golf, but please do not enter club
tournaments and inter-club events. Remember now inter-club events are being paid for
by the club. In the days-gone-by when the club did not have money, we all paid for the
inter-club tournaments travel and hotel. But today the club has extra money; the club is
footing the bill. I am not against that, but I am only trying to say if the club is going to
foot the bill, then why not give it to Members and not Associates. So this is my point.
President said let us throw it for discussion. Dr Gautam, shall we do that?
Dr Gautam Kodikal said yes.
Dr Rohith Shetty, INDS141: He said good evening. (i) We are primarily a sports club, so
any sort of discrimination between our Members and Associates is not the right thing to
do it is what I feel. (ii) KGA has an obligation towards people playing golf and spreading
the game, so this is also part of that. So we cannot sit in our shell and say nobody should
be here and I think part of the Tourism thing itself is that other people should also be
given a chance. So when we are taking the money and when we give them Associateship,
that time we did not tell them that we are going to restrict you from playing tournaments.
I think it is wrong and we should follow as per the existing Rules of the club. Thank you.
President said comments and remarks on this, please. Yes Sir, Cmdr. Raghavan in the
meantime you can get ready Sir.
Mr Sridhar Viswanathan, INDS755: He said I am sure there could be via-media where
we say the legacy tournaments which are on the Board are open only to full members and
Permanent Members, and the tournaments that are sponsored by Companies, etc.
President said this part has been told, Board tournaments are only tournaments which
are done by the club, that is what the distinction Dr Gautam has made. The regular
tournaments are different. I am clarifying Sir.
Mr Sridhar Viswanathan said so the Rule proposed is for ….
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President said it is not for all tournaments, it is only for Board tournaments where the
names are going on the Board.
Mr Sridhar Viswanathan said okay.
President said Sir, Mr Thimmaiah Sir.
Mr H.C.Thimmaiah, INDT015: He said this is part of what Dr Gautam Kodikal proposed.
The first Resolution is okay for me. The second resolution, I am a Sportsmen Sports
Administrator in other games also. Now it is common in cricket, hockey and all other
places, wherever they go they should play for that State, club, or whatever it is and you
cannot restrict them that you cannot represent them. It is a National policy; even in
Olympics also it is like that. Please don’t insist on that. The first resolution is okay. Thank
you.
President said Sir what you said is you are okay with the first resolution and the second
resolution you are not okay. Right Sir.
Cmdr. M.V. Raghavan, INDR180: He said I support Dr Gautum Kodikal’s first point
regarding LTA’s for the next five years. But as the previous member has opined I think
once somebody is, whether he is a Member or Associate and is playing golf you cannot
restrict him from participating in tournaments. I think everybody should be able to
participate. The only thing you could do perhaps is what is going on now which is not
formalized around, let them participate but they are not eligible to win any tournaments
which are on the Board. I am against it, but that could be a compromise solution. The
other thing is I was surprised to hear Mr President is that the Inter-club tournaments
since when the decision was taken that it will be paid by the club, their accommodation,
travel, etc., etc. I am not aware of the General Body’s approval for this. This is something
totally new.
President said Sir actually it is going on for the last 4 to 5 years.
Cmdr. M.V. Raghavan said but was there a General Body’s approval for this? I mean who
has approved this.
President said Sir I don’t think you require an agreement when the club is representing
the club in some other place. Also, some of them are partly sponsored, but you don’t
require approval for doing that,
Cmdr. M.V. Raghavan said sorry Mr Chairman I disagree with that, I think the expense of
this nature is quite heavy on the club. Secondly such a tournament, Interclub tournament
is there, there should be some open selection process, there is nothing like that.
President said Sir we will definitely look into it and make sure there is transparency in
this in the coming months.
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Cmdr. M.V. Raghavan said I also request you to take General Body’s approval for all
these expenses at the next AGM.
President said okay Sir.
President said Mr B.N.S. Reddy Sir you wanted to make a comment.
Mr B.N.S. Reddy, R108: He said I am supporting Dr Gautam Kodikal’s second part. As you
said all the Board tournaments, if you can see, if you go through all Board tournaments
in the club, no up to this day, not even one Temporary Associate or anybody been allowed
to play or win the tournaments. Once you allow them to play then you can’t say that
you are not an Associate we can’t give you the prize and all that, it is not fair. All other
tournaments they can play except the Board tournaments, which is what I want.
President said any other comments on this topic, please.
Mr. C.S. Harsha, INDH39: He said I am in complete agreement with Dr Kodikal as far
as these three points he has brought out. First of all, let us try and figure out whether
a Temporary Associate is actually a member. It is a facility that we are giving him and
Board tournaments are essentially meant for, like Doctor says, the name goes up there for
all time whether he is a member within six months. There are many tournaments which
are knock-out tournaments, which go on for 3 or 4 months, sometimes he is a member
allowed to play in the beginning. Suddenly he is not a member when the tournament is
going on he has to call out. Last time in some tournaments something like this happened.
So as far as Board tournaments are concerned Temporary Associates, there should be a
proper thought on this. This representation has thought through this process and I feel
it should be supported and should be carried. As far as freezing just within about 15 – 20
minutes before we were wondering how to get more people on the golf Course, how to get
more members playing on the golf Course. When you take the whole picture together the
proposal Dr Kodikal given us makes a lot of sense and I think we all should support it.
President said thank you Mr Harsha.
Mr H.A. Gopinath, INDG117: He said for Board tournaments we must stick to the
convention and the tradition the club has been following. I would like to put something
in Kannada if you don’t mind –
¥Àj¹Üw §A¢âqÀÄvÉÛ - CQÌªÉÄÃ¯É D¸É £ÉAlÄæ ªÉÄÃ¯É ¦æÃw. JgÀqÀÆ ªÀiÁqÉÆÃ¢PÉÌ DUÉÆÃ¢®è. There are some
compromises that have to be done. EzÀÄ MAzÀÄ ¥Áæt¸ÀAPÀl, vÁªÀÅ K£ÀÄ ªÀiÁqÀPÁÌUÀÄvÉÛ EzÀgÀ §UÉÎ? £À£Àß ¥ÀæPÁgÀ
AiÀiÁªÀÅzÀÄ £ÀrÃvÁ E¢AiÉÆÃ £ÀrÃ°. Board tournament ¥ÀæPÁgÀ K£ÉÃ£ÀÄ DUÀ¨ÉÃPÉÆÃ CzÀÄ EªÀvÀÄÛ continue
DUÀ¨ÉÃPÀÄ, ªÀÄvÉÛ wgÀÄV §zÀ¯Á¬Ä¸ÉÆÃzÀÄ ¨ÉÃqÀ. §zÀ¯Á¬Ä¸À¨ÉÃPÀÄ CAzÉæ ¥Àj¹Üw £ÉÆÃqÉÆÌAqÀÄ §zÀ¯Á¬Ä¹. FUÀ ¥Àj¹Üw
¸Àj¬Ä®è CzÀPÉÌ. Thank you.
Mr Shankar Poti, INDP144: He said I am one of the Proposers of these two resolutions
along with Dr Gautam Kodikal. These resolutions have come about because of the large
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feedback we got from a large no. of members, disappointed members as I may put it
who are unable to get a slot. If you actually see hardly 200 people can play in a day. Here
we are talking about members, members’ children, Permanent Associates, Temporary
Associates, Corporate Associates, and a whole lot of their spouses, dependent children,
etc. A ball pack figure, a thumb figure we have is about 9,000 to 10,000 eligible players.
Considering that in a day you are hardly having 200 players playing against time slot.
I am also not for freezing memberships. There is a ceiling for memberships, that ceiling
has to be met. As far as Temporary Associates are concerned apart from suggesting that
we should freeze, we should not take new Temporary Associates, except those who are
truly deserving. This is a club which the Tourism Department also showcases Bangalore
as one of the Karnataka’s attractive destinations. So you have a large number of ex-pats
and people who are on a temporary stay. But unfortunately, this Temporary Associates is
being progressively misused and that is what we want to plug. So either we have to come
up with a very strong, strict Rule which totally stops Temporary Associates producing
who are not eligible from becoming Temporary Associates and also Corporate Associates,
I am told, of course, they are not here to represent themselves, may be wrong of me
to point fingers, but Corporate Associateship also I believe to a certain extent being
misused. So that also needs to be clamped down upon, we are working on it. I hope the
Committee is able to take our recommendations on that. As far as Club tournaments are
concerned some of my colleagues in the wisdom have said Board tournaments should be
restricted to members, I don’t play any Board Tournaments. I believe there are a couple
of tournaments where.… interrupted by President….
President said Mr Shankar Poti if you don’t mind since you made your statement, I think
we have spent a lot of time on this, so shall we do voting on this?
Mr Shankar Poti said sure.
President said I think that is the way to sort it out. Okay, we will allow two people to talk Mr Seetharam Shetty has been waiting for some time, and then two others, no more after
that.
Mr Seetharam Shetty, INDS764: He said Good Evening President and Committee
Members. I have come before you today because of a process which has started, I am
talking about KPL, 25th of August you had called for a meeting and asked all prospective
Owners to come for a meeting, we did come, and you laid out all the Rules how you
propose to have the third edition of KPL and in that nothing was mentioned that LTA’s
may not be considered, nothing was mentioned. We paid up the money, almost all of us
paid the money and we chose our Owners to speak. So now you are thinking of bringing
in a resolution which is a retrospective one. What happens to us, the Owners who have
spent money, given you the sponsorship and selected our Owners’ pick and some of them
happens to be LTA’s. We did not know that when we started the process on 25th of August
2021, you did not bring that up and to give you a small statistics the amount of LTA’s
chosen by Owners are only 25 and the number of Permanent Members that are selected
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is 432. 432 Permanent Members are selected and 25 LTA’s are selected and why are that
25 selected, because they are all the best players, they are single-digit handicappers,
handicappers who come within the 14 or 15. That is the reason the Owners wanted to
take them. We did not know that they are Permanent Members or LTA’s when we took
them first and what was told to us when we started the Tournament is this is long term
affair, build up your Team, have the Core Team to be the same so that we build a brand.
Definitely, you have built a brand. I had been to Kashmir recently and Mr Farook Abdulla
knew about our League. He was so impressed by our League. He wants KPL to come to
Kashmir and play. He says let your four best Teams come and play with our Team.
President said Dr Shetty you have made a fantastic point, let me continue further because
we have got your point, and will keep it in our mind before we do anything and I think we
have got … Interrupted by Mr Seetharam Shetty.…
Mr Seetharam Shetty said a retrospective is not supposed to be.…
Mr Sudhir Makhija, INDM276: This is in continuation to the point that Dr Shetty just
raised. No.1 is that the KPL is probably the most recent Board tournament, but on this on
the Board neither you have got the name of the Sponsor or the Team Owner, any of the
name that goes up there. So I request the Committee, as well as the Members out here to
please take a call and let the LTA’s play the KPL tournament because these are the people
who are the best golfers that we have got in this club and who stand for golf. Thank you
very much.
President said Mr Sudhir thank you very much.
President said I think we had a lot of discussions on this. I just have two things to
comment– interrupted by some voices … President continued …. Sir we will come back
to that Sir. I just want to say one thing before I put these two resolutions for voting, I have
one comment to make, because of COVID and pandemic restrictions we were not sure
when the tournament will be held, so we went ahead with the KPL tournament which
is going to be done. I agree with Mr Seetharam Shetty that 24 (twenty-four) Owners,
the Committee has had a discussion, they have had a lot of discussions and they have
taken money from them, they have agreed with them on the old Rules what they have.
I personally feel with what my Managing Committee has suggested for this year you
can allow them since you have already paid the money, but in future years we will go
according to what ruling will come from the voting. We will have the ruling, but I am
saying even if the ruling comes, for this year we can make an exception.
President continued and said Sir that is what I said Board tournaments; I have not
said club tournaments. We are only talking about LTA’s. Sir, I am coming to that, I have
some data in front of me, and I am coming to that. I want to make one clarification to
Dr Gautam Kodikal’s resolution. Just a clarification to you before I put for voting – Dr
Gautam you have put it as Temporary Associates and Corporate Associates.I just want to
make one mention that we have huge benefits from Corporate Memberships in this club.
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They pay a large amount of money to become members and our collection if you see on an
Annual subscription, from Permanent Service, Life members and Permanent Associates
we receive Rs.1.9 crores and from Corporate Associates we have Rs.1.65 crores. So it is
a large amount of money and when Corporate Associates are with us, we do get a lot of
sponsorships going on. I think if I may suggest you can keep the Temporary Associates
when it goes for voting, but you can remove the Corporate Associates from there. This
is my request to you because the Corporates are becoming the backbone at the moment.
Sir the other thing that is coming is, as we decided earlier freezing, we have got a ceiling
at the moment. I don’t know if the members can agree it is a Rules change which has to
happen. The Temporary can be considered as temporary, if the temporary residents are
in Bangalore, then the Temporary Membership is different because they are going to be
there for six months or one year, but then Temporary Membership. You can also say the
Temporary Member cannot do a renewal of Temporary Membership if it is temporary.
Mr Nandan Heblikar, H19: He said, this is a catchment situation for the Committee.
There is a very good proposal from Dr Gautam Kodikal which I fully endorse the first
resolution and the second resolution. Since there is already a commitment made to the
Team Owners, most of them happen to be our members; I think it is only fair that the
Committee honor their commitment to the Team member. So as a one-off situation I think
we should go ahead and allow the KPL to go on in the way it has already been planned.
But this resolution can be considered for future reference. Thank you.
President said, correct Sir.
Mr Praveen Sood, INDS391: He said my view is I feel there are a lot of merits in this
resolution, Part-I and Part-II both. However, there are limitations also about the money,
about the Corporate Associates, etc., which President has already clarified and we all
would appreciate that. Now the third point is legally it will not be tenable to break the
resolution into half and approve half. So is it possible Doctor for you that at this moment
you withdraw this resolution, however, present the same resolution excluding corporate
part in the next month meeting and I think most of us would agree to that, that we freeze
taking more applications and also club membership and make a onetime exception for the
KPL this year. But since there should not be legal issues in the future you can withdraw
it and put it again which is less than 3 – 4 weeks away. This is my suggestion.
President said I think that is a very good point what you had made.
Mr Praveen Sood said it would solve the problem amicably and we will achieve what
Dr Kodikal wants to achieve and we all want to achieve.
Dr Gautam Kodikal said actually in accordance with the Rules, I don’t need to really
withdraw the resolutions since Mr Sood has said that it has merit, but his point was if I
have not mistaken his point was regarding the Corporates, isn’t it?
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Mr Praveen Sood said yes.
Dr Gautam Kodikal said so I can amend my resolution and just omit Corporate Associates
from the resolution.
President said I think what they are saying Dr Gautam I am not very sure from the legal
angle since we are having a meeting next month, you can come back separately from that
instead of … interrupted by Dr Gautam Kodikal …
Dr Gautam Kodikal said we will put it to vote. I am withdrawing the part – “Resolved
that the Association freeze Temporary Associates for a period of five years from this
Annual General Meeting and cancel Corporate Associates.
President asked the General Body is it acceptable to remove the Corporate Associates
from the resolution?
President announced acceptable, okay. I think what we will do is let this be put for voting
at the moment.
Dr Gautam Kodikal asked may I make one more amendment. President just to make
it easier for you, I am making one more amendment – “Also resolved that Temporary
Associates and Corporate Associates will not be eligible to participate in the club
tournaments and also not participate in the interclub tournaments except the KPL
2021”.
President said thank you very much, he has clarified. Let me read what you have said, I
just want to clarify before I put it for a vote –
In the first resolution – Explanatory Note you removed the Corporates.
In the second resolution – you said exception for this year’s KPL.
President said Sir this resolution needs to go for a vote and what you are saying is ‘freeze
the Temporary Associates membership for five years. I want to make one exception
when you say Temporary Associates; we have Short Term and Long Term. I am coming
back to you. What I am told is there are lots of Government Officers who are temporarily
going, shall we make an exception to that?
President said Sir that exception is accepted.
Dr Gautam Kodikal in clarification said Sir there is a category Temporary Service
Associate, I have not touched that category. It does not touch Service Members in any
way.
President said Sir I think we have had enough discussion, let me go for voting.
A Member asked what about the Student Associates?
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President said Sir we are not talking about it at the moment, we are only talking about
this, Student Associate different category completely.
Dr Subroto Cariapa, C102: He said President Sir you can include my resolution also, we
will club everything together and that will save your time.
President said thank you very much.
RESOLUTION NO. 3:
The Resolution proposed by Dr. Subroto Cariapa, INDC102
RESOLVED that intake of Associates in the following categories, including renewal of
Temporary Associates, be frozen and stopped for a period of 5 years.
Explanatory Note - In view of the rapidly increasing numbers in the membership category
of the Association, it is increasingly becoming impossible for members to book and obtain
Time Sheet slots, denying them the opportunity to play. Steadily reducing the number of
Temporary Associates, by way of freezing fresh intake as well as renewals, is one method
of increasing chances for members to get an opportunity to book time sheet slots.
Remarks of the Managing Committee - The number of Members/Associates to be taken
into the club is already frozen for all categories.
Also RESOLVED that participation in Club tournaments be strictly restricted to
Members and Permanent Associates. And that only Members and Permanent Associates
are eligible to represent KGA at Interclub and other Tournaments.
Explanatory Note - It has been observed that members are being denied opportunities to
participate in club tournaments as well to represent the club in inter-club tournaments.
One of the main reasons for this is that tournament participation slots are being taken
by many Temporary Associates. Members will get chances to play in Club Tournaments
and represent KGA in interclub tournaments only if this ban on Temporary Associates is
strictly enforced.
Remarks of the Managing Committee - As per the existing rules of the club, they cannot
be restricted from taking part in the tournaments.
President said so Dr. Subroto Cariapa’s resolution is very clear Temporary Associates for
five years.
President put the clubbed Resolutions for voting and asked the General Body to
indicate their approval or otherwise, by showing their hands:
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There are two categories:(1) ‘Freezing of Temporary Associate Members for a period of five years – he asked the
General Body to raise their hands who are agreeable for this freezing. It was seen the
whole club was agreeable for this freezing and asked Mr Madhava Rao, Chief Teller to
confirm and the same was confirmed by the Chief Teller.
President said 2/3rd majority of members have accepted and approved to ‘freeze
Temporary Associate Members for a period of five years.
(2) ‘Temporary Associates who are existing not to play Board tournament, with the
exception of this year’s KPL 2021’.
The President said the Temporary Associates are not eligible to play Board tournaments,
except for this year’s KPL since it has already been agreed.
President said again 2/3rd majority of members have agreed to the second resolution asked
Mr Madhava Rao, Chief Teller to confirm and the same was confirmed by the Chief Teller.
The President said the Temporary Associates are not eligible to play Board tournaments,
except for this year’s KPL since it has already been agreed.
President said 2/3rd majority of the members have accepted and agreed for Temporary
Associates who are existing, not to play Board tournament, with the exception of KPL
2021’.
Cmdr. M.V. Raghavan, INDR180 – He said I want to correct you on one thing, the
particular Vote you have just now conducted, it does not need a 2/3rd majority as it is not
a Rule Change.
President said thank you Sir for the correction.
Resolution No. 2 proposed and moved by Dr. Gautam Kodikal, INDK061 and Mr. Shankar
Poti, INDP144; and also Resolution No. 3 proposed by Dr. Subroto Cariapa, INDC102
are RESOLVED.
Proposed by : Mr. Venkat Subramaniam, INDV089
Seconded by : Mr. Nandan Hebikar, INDH019
RESOLUTION NO. 4:
The Resolution proposed by Mr. Ram Chandra Rustagi, INDR464, Seconded by Mr.
Chandy Geoerge, INDG079, Mr. Anil Kumar Sud, INDS450, Maj. Gen. Jaideep Mithra,
INDJ141, Mr. Azeezulla Baig, INDB074, Cdr. M. V. Raghavan, INDR180 and Mr. Ajhoy
Sharma, INDS158
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Changes to streamline online timesheet booking procedures, enabling maximum
golfers get game.
Explanatory Note - OPENING ONLINE BOOKING SEPARATELY FOR MORNING AND
NOON. It is also observed that in the online bookings, morning players when not able
to get morning slots book afternoon slots which have been verified goes waste several
times. It is recommended that just like manual bookings, online bookings could also be
scheduled twice. Once for the morning at 5.30 am and once for the afternoon during 8-9
am. Hereby giving players equal opportunity to make a booking.
MEMBER BOOKING ONLINE BUT NOT PLAYING OFTEN. It is also observed several
members make online bookings every day but fail to come to play, there have been
instances of members booking slots 5 days in the week and not having played on any one
day or very less. A serious issue which should be under attention.
ONLINE BOOKING THRICE IN A WEEK. Our suggestion is that ONLINE timesheet
bookings should open for 2 days at a time every alternate day. How it is done for Saturday
and Sunday it should be done ON Tuesday for Tuesday/Wednesday and on Thursdays for
Thursday/Friday. This would enable more members to get online slots.
Remarks of the Managing Committee - The incoming committee will review the existing
process and suggest suitable guidelines.
President said the Fourth Resolution is again on streamlining on the Booking. We have
already discussed, the first two resolutions were also on the same line for which we
suggested that within the next three months we are going to make the organization, and
they will be meeting to sort out this. So if you agree with me … interrupted by Mr. Ram
Chandra Rustagi …
Mr. Ram Chandra Rustagi, R464: He said Sir I have been talking to all the noon players
and I have come here Tuesday till Saturday … interrupted by President …
President said Sir again I put it to you because of time lag that this point has already
been discussed in the first two resolutions and we have made a point that within the next
three months we will come up with a solution. Yours is the same resolution.
Mr. Ram Chandra Rustagi said for this online booking for the morning and noon players
it can be a different time, there we don’t have … interrupted by President …
President said Sir as I told you we will come back within three months.
Mr. Ram Chandra Rustagi said three months is quite high Sir, why three months
President said Sir we need time. This Committee is not going to be there, so please give
us time and the members have agreed for three months. Sir if you understand it has
already been discussed, that is what I am telling you, Sir.
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Mr. Ram Chandra Rustagi said okay the last point which is not discussed that the online
booking as we do … interrupted by President …
President said Sir all these things are coming in that Sir, everything about booking.
Mr. Ram Chandra Rustagi said okay.
President said thank you very much, Sir.
President said Sir with this we come to the end of our Annual General Body Meeting.
Mr. G. Manivachagam, M165: He said Mr Chairman …
President said yes Sir you want to make any comments we are about to close the meeting.
Mr. G. Manivachagam said I have raised the point of order and you said you can raise it
at the end.
President said Sir I want to read something for you before you proceed further. I have to
make a comment, please listen Sir. There is a comment made, I am reading the comment
made by the Managing Committee on the resolution –
The existing Committee Members have continued due to the prevailing COVID-19
pandemic conditions and various Government Orders and not by our choice. Hence
there is no substance in this resolution saying that we are continuing on our choice,
it is not our choice, we are being forced to sit here. All the things which have been
tabled, we have already said there is no explanation required. because we are here.
So we have decided not to table this resolution in the AGM.
I close this here Sir; this resolution is not going to be tabled.
Mr. G. Manivachagam said do you have any Rule to say like that Chairman?
President said Sir I am coming back to that, Rule No.19.4.1 of the Memorandum and
Rules 2019 of Karnataka Golf Association says the Chairperson has complete power not
to take the resolution and I rule here that this resolution is not going to be tabled.
Mr. G. Manivachagam said this is very unfortunate, you are violating the Rules.
President said thank you very much, S
President said Sir I take this opportunity to thank you all for attending the AGM. I have
one announcement... Interrupted by Mr Manivachagam…
Mr. G. Manivachagam said you are creating bad precedence.
President said Sir it is disrespect to the Chair if you talk further.
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President said Sir I want to make one announcement that we would like to announce the
next AGM in November 2021, provided the Government Regulations permit us to do it.
We will come back to you with our response to the topics raised in this AGM
President declared the meeting as closed and thanked the Chief Teller for his involvement
in the proceedings and said I thank you all for being here and supporting us. Thank you.

PRITHVI RAJ URS
HON. SECRETARY
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KARNATAKA GOLF ASSOCIATION
MEMBERS WHO ATTENDED THE 45TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
HELD ON MONDAY 4TH OCTOBER 2021
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INDC055
INDU016
INDG117
INDM305
INDS141
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INDM035
INDN173
INDK061
INDJ068
INDS086
INDC168

SURESH JOIS C
PRITHVI RAJ URS
GOPINATH H A
KARAN MALIK
ROHITH SHETTY B
SANJAY V NADGOUDA
MADHAV RAO A
NARASIMHA RAJU D.N IAS
GAUTAM KODIKAL
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C K SRIDHAR
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INDH072
INDT035
INDB136
INDM165
INDN033
INDS104
INDR036
INDN132
INDS250
INDP105
INDS272
INDC017
INDK052
INDC102

NADIKERIANDA KUTTAIAH DEVAYA
RAJESH NATAWARLAL JOSHI
MAHADEVAN N
BHEMAIAH K C
RAMESH VARADAN
HARI R ACHANTA
THYAGARAJAN V S
ARUN BAJAJ
MANIVACHAGAM G IRS
NANJAPPA M G
SATHENDRAN M
RAO B C (CAPT)
NANJAPPA C.P
PRASANTH SAKHAMURI,
PETER PREM
SUNIL SHETTY
CHANDRASHEKAR A
KALYANASUNDARAM S
SUBROTO CARIAPA
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INDB211
INDP144
INDM276
INDB097
INDR253
INDH075
INDR457
INDK045
INDF016
INDA188
INDV099
INDS406
INDP380
INDP087
INDA248
INDM014
INDK148
INDR359
INDB126
INDH041
INDR464
INDP139
INDV244
INDR180
INDM117
INDR475
INDR108
INDN127
INDK104
INDS234
INDK283

BHAT M.G
SHANKAR S POTI
SUDHIR MAKHIJA
BAGRI GOPAL DAS
JAMES SUNDER RAJ P
HIMANSHU AGARWAL
RAMACHANDRAN VELLORE
SANJEEV KAPOOR
FAZAL RAHMAN KHALEEL
ANUTOSH A POLL
RAJIV VARMA
SWAMY J.M.
PRAKASH REDDY
RENUKA PHILIP
APPAIAH K.G
MANDANA A D
KARUMBIA C G
RAJARAM A.R
ADITH KUMAR BHANDARI
SUDARSHAN HOLLA.P
RAMACHANDRA RUSTAGI
PAUL M P
VINEY KUMAR SHARMA
RAGHAVAN M V
SAMBIT MISRA
RAMACHANDRA G IAS
REDDY B N S
VIVEK NAGARKATTI
CHITTOR NARAYAN KUMAR
HARISH KUMAR SHETTY
KUMAR B.A
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INDS201
INDR264
INDH080
INDS804
INDA092
INDR138
INDU046
INDR436
INDK362
INDC049
INDB247
INDM252
INDV138
INDK224
INDP183
INDA369
INDH044
INDB155
INDA126
INDK353
INDS127
INDP117
INDR474
INDA180
INDS383
INDM389
INDK369
INDP051
INDR261
INDS755
INDB255
INDA115
INDV240
INDL052
INDS238
INDD079
INDP334
INDR065
INDS728

KUMAR SUBRAMANIAN V
RAMANNA
HERAMBA LAKSHMINARAYANAN CADAMBI
SURRYA KARRIAPA
KRISHNASWAMY ALLADI
PHILIP RAJ KUMAR,AVSM
UTHAPPA A K
RAHUL CHATTERJEE
K M NAIR
CHERIAN A
BALAJI SRINIVASN
ADIT MORZARIA
VIJAY M R
GEV.B.KHERGAMWALA
SURESH L PATIL
ANIL HARIDASS
ASWATH S HONNAVAR
BHARATH A.V
SYED K AHMAD
KARTIK P SHAH
SESHADRI P R
PRITHVI T V
RAVISHANKAR C S
ANJALI SAINI
SANDEEP MADHAVAN.R
MOHAN JAYARAM
KUMARAN A S
PRAMOD KURIAN
AJITH KUMAR RAI
SRIDHAR VISWANATHAN
BALASUBRAMANIAN THAMBIAH
RAMAKRISHNA ADIGE
VIKRAM ADIGE
LATHA SHIVANNA
BITTIANDA RAVI SOMAIAH
RICHARD DSOUZA
PRAMOD KUMAR NIGAM
RANGACHAR C P
SURYANARAYANA MAYYA
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INDS565
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INDJ130
INDE009
INDG053
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INDM001
INDT015
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INDC007
INDM047
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INDT057
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INDS745
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INDS309
INDJ037
INDK218
INDS735
INDP020
INDN113
INDR173
INDI026
INDD045
INDA002
INDS240
INDK008
INDV142
INDS376
INDN165
INDP073
INDS428

VENKATESH MAYYA K
SUBRAMANYA S HOLLA
SRINIVASA C
SANJEEV MEHERA
SHARMA C K
RAM MOHAN MENON
JAGADISH D V
JITINDAR SINGH AHUJA
EKNATH PAI KASTURI
AJAY K GOPAL
ASHOK RADHAKRISHNA KAMATH
MAHENDRA V P
THIMMAIAH H C
ARUN JAGANNATH ACHARYA
CHANDRAPRAKASH K
MRUTHYUNJAYA I S
MADAPPA M B
VIJAY REDDY P (RETD)
AJIT TEWARI AVSM NM(RETD)
VIKRAM CHANDRA
SAMIR MONISH AKBER
BURMAN S C IPS
SUNDARAM C
JAYARAM . J PVSM,AVSM
GIRISH KUMAR S.B
SURESH K S
PATIL B S IAS
NANJAPPA M.C,AVSM,**YSM
KRISHNA RAVISHANKAR
IYER V R
DATTA N G (RETD)
ADIGE N
SHETTY M.S
KUMAR B S V
VIJENDRA M.S
SHIVA KUMAR H.N
KISHORE NAYAK P
AJAY PAUL
SANJAY GEORGE MATHIAS
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INDS139
INDA420
INDD083
INDS453
INDS347
INDG042
INDK196
INDV051
INDJ141
INDA399
INDA380
INDS195
INDD055
INDD077
INDN263
INDP358
INDW008
INDA457
INDS214
INDP165
INDS285
INDP053
INDI024
INDK131
INDS454
INDS387
INDC176
INDP031
INDT098
INDS731
INDP052
INDB090
INDS295
INDR347
INDR224
INDS041
INDR194
INDT093
INDM442

SHANTHA RAM G R
ABRAHAM ABRAHAM
GREGORY DAVID DSILVA
SUNITA DA COSTA
ABHIJEET SINGH
GOVIND RAJ M S
MAHENDRA KUGASHANKAR
RAMESH VENKATESWARAN
JAIDEEP MITTRA
ARUN KUMAR SRINIVASAN
ASHOK KUMAR
KRISHANAN SUBRAMANIAM
EDGAR DEMELLO
DASHARATHI K V
NITIN MANDHANA
PRASANTH C
SHIVRAM KRISHNA WARRIOR
ANOOP GOPINATH
SIDDESWARA T S
JAYANTH KUMAR POOVIAH
PARTHA SENGUPTA
ARUN PONNAPPA
ILLAVARASAN VEERAN
MULKY SUBRAYA KAMATH
SATISH R MACHANI
SHETTY K.N.K
CLEMENT SAMUEL
PRABHU N D
TARUN KUNZRU
SIDDARAM ARVIND JATTI
AMITABH PODDAR
ASHOK BAWEJA K
RAMANANDA SHETTY S
RAMALINGAM R.P
RAGHUNANDAN K
SIDDARAJ M S
RAMESH RAO K
TEJINDER SINGH WOHRA
MOHAN NANJUNDIAH
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INDZ007
INDN242
INDD139
INDB002
INDM064
INDR105
INDK184
INDC125
INDG144
INDK097
INDB143
INDI015
INDR179
INDR482
INDV146
INDK211
INDK064
INDP151
INDP259
INDA419
INDB160
INDB212
INDV151
INDS035
INDV089
INDS222
INDR135
INDM405
INDS667
INDA031
INDV217
INDA381
INDS311
INDS867
INDS422
INDK205
INDJ151
INDS424
INDT072

ZUBAER AHMED
NIKHIL BHAGWAN SADARANGANI
DEVAIAH SOMAIAH THENNIRA
ANIL KUMAR BHANDARI
SUDARSHAN S MANAY
SUMIT RATHOR
RASHEED PERVAZ KHAN
MANDEEP SINGH CHANDOK
ROHIT KUMAR GUPTA
DATHA KARAUMBIAH
PRASAN BHAT
ANAND VENKATESWARA IYER
SEKHAR REDDY C R IRS (RETD)
RAJANEESH K B
VINAY MANJESHWAR
SUNIL KUMAR.N
DEEPAK KRISHNANKUTTY
GEORGE PEARSON
PRITHVI PADMANABHAN
AMBUJ KALRA
BHUSHAN BHASKER
BELLIAPPA M.N
VARUN SATHENDRAN
SURENDRA K M
VENKAT SUBRAMANIAM V
RAVI KUMAR SHANMUGAM
RAVISHANKAR B P
MANKALE V GURUPRASAD
SANJAY JAYARAM RAO
ANANDA KUMAR B
VIKRAM DEVADASEN
ASHOK GOWDA IAF
VIRAJ B SUVARNA
SREE HARI RAM
GURJIT SINGH
NAGENDRA KUMAR K
JAIRAM E S
SALAM KIRON SINGH
TANVIR HAQUE

219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257

INDB013
INDG094
INDW009
INDP372
INDK271
INDS111
INDB174
INDM280
INDC039
INDM227
INDH019
INDM250
INDS168
INDK121
INDS764
INDK214
INDS372
INDR158
INDS847
INDS421
INDP214
INDS522
INDV071
INDG050
INDG011
INDN167
INDV145
INDP205
INDK038
INDU040
INDD141
INDM218
INDS002
INDR218
INDS713
INDA202
INDK151
INDA134
INDV135

PRITHAM BASAPPA D
VIKAS GUPTA
RAVI WARRIAR
PARESH LAMBA
KESHAVA MURTHY R
SAKHAMURI N
RAMNEEK SINGH BAKHSHI
MOHAN JACOB
CHIDAMBARANATH M K
KARTHIK SRINIVASAMURTHY
NANDAN HEBLIKAR
MANJUNATH M.V.(RETD)
SRINIVAS B G
BHAVARAJU UDAY KUMAR
SITARAM SHETTY
KAMATH S.V
SATHYA SUNDER H.M
DESMOND RICE
SUBRAMANIAN PALAMADAI
ARJUN SRIVATSA
GOPAL PASRICHA
MANOJ N SALIAN
SHASHIKANTH VENSON
SHAILENDRA GUPTA
GUPTA D
NARENDRA BABU D.V
VENKAT S.SURI
PADMANABHAN DESIKACHARI
KUMAR R L
UDAY KUMAR A P
DEV SATEN PATEL
RAMAN MANGALORKAR
SHANMUGAM S
RAMACHANDRAN V
SRINIVASAN V
ARUN KUMAR I.D
KRISHNA S
SHAHED AHMED
VIJAYENDRA P.BHAT

258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
50

INDN092
INDG225
INDK187
INDL018
INDA447
INDK263
INDS290
INDK376
INDJ110
INDK162
INDG124
INDK032
INDP120
INDB106
INDK216
INDP116
INDZ002
INDC076
INDR189
INDG102
INDA426
INDS112
INDP145
INDK363
INDP266
INDB148
INDD117
INDN157
INDA371
INDF018
INDR513
INDA377
INDM245
INDD042
INDM224
INDR311
INDO010
INDB025
INDC162

SURESH NAIK
GAUTAM HEGDE
GIRIDHAR KRISHNA M
PINTO JOHN LOUIS
ASHOK KUMAR AGARWAL
ANAND S.KHANDWALA
JOHN SERRAO A
KARTHIK RAGHAVAN
JYOTI SWARUP
KADAMBI R V N, (RETD)
SUSHANT GUPTA
ATUL KHANNA
BASAVARAJ PATEL
VIJAY BHAT
MAHESH C KISHINANI
RAJENDRA PATIL
JOHN ZACHARIAH
CHAITANYA M N
ROOPA PRATAP
VARUN A GURJER
ABHIJITH SATYA PRASAD
SHANTHA KUMAR B
PRAMOD M G
KUMAR K R
PRAKASH NAGESH
THILAK BABU V
DINESH REDDY
NARASINGA RAO M.K.
ANITA SHRISHRIIMAL
FRANCIS LAZAR
RAMDAS BALAKRISHNA
ARJUN PRATAP
ROHIT MAROL
GIRISH DATAR
MONAPPA B.A
AUSTIN ROACH
KUL BHUSHAN OBEROI
BABU N V
COTHA PRAKAS CHANDAN

297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335

INDT091
INDU027
INDV023
INDB198
INDN231
INDR532
INDA049
INDA045
INDJ029
INDN248
INDM304
INDP176
INDG067
INDK359
INDN112
INDH007
INDM402
INDU048
INDR147
INDV268
INDS077
INDN070
INDV148
INDB246
INDK239
INDV048
INDP288
INDK189
INDB219
INDS872
INDM145
INDB043
INDB225
INDM234
INDM074
INDV087
INDR172
INDV197
INDA402

THIMMAIAH POOVAIAH NAPANDA
UDAY SHANKAR R.M
VIJAYA KUMAR T A
RANJAN BISWAS
NIROD KUMAR LENKA
RAHUL BHALLA
ANANTHARAM B A
AHLUWALIA J S
JAGADISH S
NAGESH H
MURALIDHAR G RAO
SANJAI.A.POLL
NITIN GUMBHIR
K SANJAY PRABHU
SATISHCHANDRA NAIK
HARIMOHAN NAIDU V
MILIND R SHAH
UMESH H R
VIVEK N J RAO
VARUN BERRY
SOMASHEKHAR M
SANTOSH NEDUNGADI
VENKAT VARDHAN
BHASKER THYAGARAJAN
KAVERIAPPA A C ( KARUN )
MALLIKARJUN S VANTAGUDI
GAUTAM PRAKASH
SAMPATH KUMAR B.K
BHANU PRAKASH
SHANKAR NARAYAN REDDY V T
SAGAR MUTHAPPA B
BHARATH SHETTY B
SUNIL BHANDARY
SREENIVAS MURTHY B
MUKUNDA T
VINAY B R
RAVI RAJU
VIVEK VARMA
ANUP K PUJARI

336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
51

INDS043
INDD146
INDS312
INDT067
INDS159
INDV232
INDS676
INDM161
INDJ150
INDS133
INDN031
INDB116
INDA389
INDM196
INDG184
INDZ012
INDJ081
INDS769
INDN148
INDS558
INDS448
INDU006
INDS144
INDK255
INDP126
INDG137
INDT096
INDD056
INDC090
INDJ009
INDR211
INDA233
INDP045
INDP375
INDR100
INDM313
INDL047
INDU045
INDA171

SRINIVASAIAH H K
DEVAIAH K B
MADHUR SOOD
THOMAS M.C
SANKARSHANA V T
VISWANATH V
SHARAN VIJAY MAKHIJA
VIMAL M MENDA
JAGADISH A
SHIVAPPA B
NAGESH N
BHASKER G S
ASHOK POOVANNA
UTTAM B MUTHAPPA
YESHWANT RAMESH GURJER
ZAFFER FIAZ
MOUAZZAM JAN
SIVA SUBRAMANYAM
NARAYAN D.P.
SUBBIAH K K
SHIVAKUMAR.Y.S
UTHAPPA N D
MADHUKAR SHETTY K
KIRAN SOANS
POOVAIAH B M
VENKATESH GOWDA I.N
THOMAS THOMAS
MANOHARLAL DUGGAL
VIVEK K CHANDY
JAGAN CHANDY
GIRISH RAI
ANAND DASS JOSEPH
PARANJYOTHI G S
PREMNATH P S
VENKATARAMA REDDY K
MADHUSUDAN JAYARAM
LIAM NORMAN TIMMS
UDAY KUMAR
AIYAPPA M.K

375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413

INDV245
INDK234
INDM122
INDC180
INDR520
INDN090
INDY012
INDP029
INDJ079
INDK365
INDJ100
INDK269
INDP238
INDJ032
INDB078
INDS065
INDA097
INDC024
INDP211
INDS785
INDS047
INDS786
INDD167
INDK213
INDP137
INDP025
INDS366
INDA483
INDP253
INDS865
INDS839
INDD027
INDB032
INDD074
INDP382
INDR033
INDS742
INDA282
INDJ107

VEERENDRA SHADAKSHARI
KAMBLE M.R.IAS
MURALI C S
CHHINA PRABHSHARN SINGH
RAVI NAIDU N P
NITIN BHANDARI
MAHADEV Y S
SHASHIDHAR PATIL
JAYARAM C.IFS
M V KRISHNE GOWDA, IFS
IMRAAN JAMAL
RAJAGOPAL N. KOUSHIK
MAYUR PATIL
GEORGE JOSEPH
BHAT K S S
SADASHIV RAO
AGARWAL J P
SHANTANU CONSUL, IAS
AMARKUMAR PANDEY IPS
SHANKAR SEETHARAM
SAWHNEY V K
SHYAM M GOPINATH
DARSHAN APPAYANNA
KISHORE KUMAR K.S
PRAKASH A N
PARAMESH H
JASMEET SINGH
ARVIND ARCOT GOVINDRAJ
PONNAPPA K.S
SUNIL HINDUJA
SUMANT SOOD
DEIVANAYAGAM A
BAGLA L K
DEEPAK T N
PUNITH KUMAR JALAN
RAMESH M
SHANTHI KIRAN BULLA
ANJALI SOSALE
THOMAS JOSEPH

414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
52

INDB024
INDS463
INDS301
INDS283
INDB164
INDS391
INDR246
INDP218
INDR168
INDA357
INDS726
INDS349
INDG233
INDG215
INDK381
INDV129
INDS308
INDP164
INDS450
INDK308
INDS462
INDV212
INDA055
INDJ149
INDM443
INDD163
INDU047
INDK236
INDP187
INDK396
INDG210
INDH076
INDV050
INDS602
INDR259
INDD156
INDH039
INDC173
INDV106

SATISH CHANDRA AMBLEE
VINAYAK SHETTY
VIVEK CHANDRA SEKHAR
SHIVA SHANKAR C R
BASAPPA B IFS
PRAVEEN SOOD IPS
SUNIL RAO U.M
PRASHANT PAUL
SURESH RAO U M
AMIT SANDILL
SUPARNA SHARMA
SANGITA NAVADA
GOPAL VENKATESAIYA
GOVINDRAJ
KRISHNA MURTHY SRINIVASA
VIJAY SHARMA IFS
VIKRAM SAHGAL
PRAKASH N IAS
ANIL KUMAR SUD
KARAN CHANDRASHEKAR
SUBRAMANY M
VIPIN HANDA
SUNDEEP AURORA
JANNAPPA H KAS
MONTY PARUTHI
DEEPAK DINANATH NAKIL
UTHAPPA MADRIRA BOPAIAH
KESHAV CHANDER
CHANDRASHEKHAR V PATIL
KRISHNAKUMAR NATARAJAN
GOURI SHANKAR
HALLUR
VINOD JAIN
SAMUEL MANI.K
PRAHLAD RAO G
RAVI KUMAR D
HARSHA C S
JAGADEESH C
VASUDEV A. P
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